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Joan Guiterman '42 To Star 
In Barn's ~~Family Portrait" 
Dance to Follow Saturday 
Evening Performance Of 
Christmas Offering 
In accord with the Christmas 
spirit, Barnswallows Association 
will present Family Portrait at 
Winter Formals, Friday, December 
13, and Saturday, December 14. 
The play, which is being directed 
by Mr. Martin Manulis, tells the 
story of the life of Jesus, although 
the chi.ef character never appears 
on the stage. Both language and 
costume are generalized to bring 
out the universality of the theme. 
The large cast includes stars of 
many past Wellesley productions. 
Joan Guiterman '42, last seen as 
King Ferdinand in Junior Show, 
will play Mary, and William · 
Hughes, the Colonel Pickering of 
Pygmalion, has the role of Joseph. 
Other members of the cast are 
Naomi, Ruth Nagel '42; Judah, 
Norman Getsinger; Mary Cleophas, 
Nancy McLaughlin '42; Reba, Pris-
cilla Blackett '42; Simon, Roy 
Hatch; James, Holt Monaghan; 
Mordecai, Elwell Cobb; Selma, 
Jeannette MacDonald '43; Eben, 
Arthur Flohr; Mathias, Jack Rob-
erts; A Disciple, Gene Gordon; 
Hepzibah, Ruth Tremaine '43; Ap-
pius Hadrian, Warren Weldon; 
Anna, Elizabeth Hartz '41; Rabbi 
Samuel, Quentin Gulliver; Men-
del. George Kengott; Woman of 
Jerusalem, Dorothy Braude '42; 
A Child, Charlotte Lazarus '41; 
Esther, Rosalind Schang '43; Leb-
en Harry Nash; Jo~hua, Richard 
Kelly; Beulah, Marjorie Myer-
berg '43. 
After the performance Saturday 
night there will be a dance in 
Alumnae Hall , which will be sup-
plemented by another dance in 
Severance, if the ticket sale ~s 
large enough. 
H ours of the ticket sale are 
posted on the Index Board. The 
prices are $1.00 for the dance, 
50 cents for the Friday perform-
ance, and 75 cents for the Satur-
day performance. 
Joan Guiterman '42 
Philosopher Will 
Lecture on Orient 
Dr. Freidrich Spiegelberg, au-
thority in the field of oriental phil-
osophies and religions, will discuss 
"Philosophical and Religious Ideas 
Exemplified in Hindu and Budd-
histic Art" in Pendleton Hall, 
Thursday, December 12, at 8 :30 
p. m. The lecture is under the 
joint sponsorship of the Depart-
ments of Philosophy and Art. 
Dr. Spiegelberg was formerly 
an associate professor in Dre.>-
den, has taught at Columbia and 
t he Univa-sity- of Rochester.,_ a 
has lectured widefy throughout 
the United States. He has been 
interested in the relation of phil-
osophical and religious ideas to 
Indian and Chinese literature and 
art. 
Author of numerous publica-
tions in philosophic and religious 
fields, Dr. Spiegelberg's work in-
cludes books on Hatha-Yoga and 
Raja-Yoga. He was co-editor 
of The Bible of the World and a 
contributor to the German Ency-
clopedia. 
Old Nick Reigns In Alumnae Hall 
As C. A. Christm·as Bazaar Opens 
By Renee T rilling 
Alumnae Hall is the scene of an self will officiate as master of cere-
excited hustle and bustle this morn- moni es during the hour of enter-
ing, as hordes of eager volunteers tainment beginning at 4:40 p. m. 
descend upon the ballroom to effect From an enormous g ift pack-
a swift transformation by 4 : 00 age at one end of the room will 
this afternoon, when the Christman emerge the Wellesley College Dane•.:! 
Bazaar opens. Spor1sored by the Group, which will interpret thre~ 
Christian Association, this year'3 poems presented by the Verse 
bazaar was arranged under the Speaking Choir. The Madrigal 
direction of Charlotte Hanna '42. Group will sing several carols and 
assisted by Janice McGowan '42, lead the assembled company in '\ 
Chairman of the Finance Commit- general singing of old favorites, 
!~~r::~f ~~ei~~~Y ~~~il~o:!!~s. in accompanied by Lorna Cooke of 
The Decoration Committee, 
headed by Marjorie Curts '42 and 
Florence Freeman '42, promises 
nothing spectacular or sophisti-
cated. In keeping with the old-
fashioned Christmas spirit that 
will be the predominant note in 
this year's bazaar, decorations will 
be the traditional Christmas 
greenery. A huge, beautifully 
trimmed tree will be the center of 
attraction, around which exhibits 
will be arranged in the guise of 
gifts. 
At an unannounced moment, 
Santa Claus (otherwise knowu 
around campus as Edith Fisher) 
will make his dramatic appear-
ance. His helpers, clad in green 
and brightly capped in red, wilt 
attend to the distribution of the 
"gifts" and add a colorful note to 
the f estive atmosphere of givin~ 
and good cheer. Saint Nick him-
Junior Show fame. 
As a lways, an outstanding fea-
ture of the Bazaar will be the ex-
hibit of dolls dressed by Welles-
ley students and C. A., and distri·· 
buted through various charitable 
organizations to children who 
otherwise might not receive gifts. 
There will be first, second, and 
third prizes awarded for both the 
most chic white baby and the best.-
dressed pickaninny. 
Many of the "gifts" around the 
tree will find their way to places 
under other trees, for the early 
Christmas shopper (and there are 
some) will have a rare opportunity 
to check off most of the names on 
her list. The Bazaar will remain 
open from 4:00 to 6:00 p. m. and 
from 7 :00 to 9:30 p.m., and every-
one is urged to share in this ex-
pression of Wellesley's exuberant 
Christmas spirit. 
Societies to Hold 
Program Meetings 
T. Z. E. Will Present Living 
Models; Shakespeare And 
Z. A. to Offer Drama 
Societies will hold their second 
program meetings of the year Sat-
urday evening, December 7. Stu-
dents and alumnae will meet at 
the society houses to previtw 
plans for their spring productions. 
Tau Zeta Epsilon will present a 
program of impressionistic art and 
music. They will hear recording~ 
of Ravel and Debussy. Various 
members of the society wil1 pose 
2.S living models in works of Ce· 
zanne, Gauguin, and Van Gogh. 
Models will include Janice Mur-
chie '41, Jane Bector '41, Edythe 
McCracken '41, Willye White '41, 
and Anne White '42. 
Members of Shakespeare So-
ciety will present scenes from 
Much Ado .4bout Nothing. The 
entire play will be given at their 
spring production. At Phi Sigma 
a guest speaker will read several 
plays from which the members will 
choose their semi-open play. The 
selections will be taken from three 
Irish poet-dramatists. 
Zeta Alpha, in accordance with 
its work on modern drama, will 
hear readings from various plays 
by Philip Barry. Agora will dis-
cuss several aspects of the gov-
ernment in connection with Ameri-
can Democracy. Alpha Kappa Chi 
will break with tradition and hold 
a quiz program. The members will 
be asked questions on the classics. 
M. Jean Guislain To 
Speak on Work And 
Times of Delacroix 
M. Jean Marie Guislain, noted 
French painter and poet, will speak 
in English on "Delacroix and His 
Time," Tuesday, December 10, at 
4 :40 p.m. in the Art Lecture Hall. 
Delacroix, a leader of the roman-
tic movement against pseudo-
classicism during the first half of 
the nineteenth century, ranks high 
among French painters. M. Guis-
lain will treat fully the conditions 
of the times that bore on Dela-
croix and his work. He will dis-
cuss some of the important 
painters leading up to Delacroix 
from earlier times, among whom 
are Gros and Gericault. 
M. Guislain, a native of Breucq, 
near Lille, France, will be a guest 
at Wellesley for two weeks, a visit 
which he declares "all too short." 
M. Guislain likes to lecture · to col-
lege girls, who are, he says, partic-
ularly keen and receptive "intellec-
tual g luttons." 
Verse Choir Plans 
Christmas Recital 
The Wellesley Verse Speaking 
Choir plans two Christmas pro-
grams this year, a world-wide 
broadcast Sunday, December 8, 
from 6 :00 to 6 :30 p. m. and a 
Chapel program Friday, Decem-. 
her 13, at 4 :40 p. m. The latter 
will feature children from the 
Alexander Hamilton School in 
Brighton. 
The broadcast, which will in-
clude a number of selections from 
the longer Christmas program, 
will be over short-wave on Station 
WIXAL. Local papers will give 
the correct long-wave station. 
The Chapel program will pre-
sent several novel aspects, includ-
ing some use of costuming and of 
new arrangements and new pieces, 
plus the added attraction of the 
Children's Choir. These young-
sters have been attending the 
Christmas program for some years 
and have learned many of the fa-
miliar pieces by heart. They began 
t heir own choir, and this year will 
recite at Wellesley Christmas Is-
land by Katherine Lee Bates, The 
Birds, and Now Every Child. They 
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 4) 
Lahey Clinic Head to Speak 
On Development in Surgery 
Dr. Frank H. Lahey 
Lecturer to Trace 
Printing History 
Dr. Hellmut Lehman-Haupt, au-
thority on books and manuscripts, 
will speak on "Five Hundred Years 
of Printing," Monday, December 
9, at 4:40 p.m. in Pendleton Hall, 
as part of the national celebration 
of the invention of printing from 
movable type. This memorable 
event has already been commemo-
rated by the Wellesley College 
Library through its exhibition of 
books printed during each hun-
dred years, from the middle of the 
fteenth century until the present, 
an -exhi ition repea el rrently 
in connection with the coming 
lecture. 
Dr. L ehman-Haupt will consider 
the contributions to culture and 
civilization made by Gutenberg's 
invention of printing from mov -
able type in 1440 and will use 
lantern slides to illustrate his talk. 
The lecture, which is open to the 
public, will b~ addressed not only 
to lovers of books, but also to 
students of history, art, and liter-
ature. 
Formerly connected with the 
Gutenberg Museum in Mainz, Ge1·-
many, Dr. Lehman-Haupt has had 
first-hand association with the 
original examples of the art he 
discusses, at the source from 
which they were first issued. 
Committee Sponsors Visit 
Of Dr. F. H. Lahey, New 
President of A. M. A. 
Dr. F rank H. Lahey, head of the 
famed Lahey Clinic in Boston, and 
recently elected P resident of the 
American Medica l Association will 
speak here Friday evening, Decem-
ber 6, in Pendleton Hall at 8 :00 
p. m. Dr. Lahey has chosen to 
speak on "Developments in Medi-
cine and Surgery." 
Dr. Lahey is one of the foremost 
surgeons in the country and has 
contributed much in the medical 
field. During the World War he 
ser-ved in the Medical Corps. Dr. 
Lahey is a member of the Amer-
ican and International Surgeon 
Associations, the American Asso-
ciation for the Study of Goitre, 
and the S<:>ciete des Chirurgiens de 
Paris. He is the author of the 
Lahey Clinic Number, which is 
publi shed yearly, and has written 
numerous articles on surgical sub-
jects. 
This lecture is one of a series 
being sponsored by the College 
Lecture Committee. Miss Eliza-
beth Manwaring, Professor in the 
Department of English Composi-
tion, is the chairman of this com-
mittee. 
Choir to Depart From 
Precedent; Will Present 
Twin Christmas Vespers 
The College Choir, directed by 
- ss ~g.a.r.e Mac.donald, I n-
structor in Music , will hold its 
annual Christmas Vespers Service 
Sunday, December 15, in Hough-
ton Memorial Chapel. 
This year's Christmas Vespers 
will differ from those of former 
years in that it includes two iden-
tical services, one to be given at 
11 :00 a. m., and the other at 7 :31) 
p. m. The Choir will sing selec-
t ions by Bach , Palestrina, Holst, as 
well as English, German, and 
Polish carols. Organ numbers are 
to include In dir ist Freude by Bach 
and t he "Pastoral Symphony" 
from t he Messiah by Handel. 
So that the performers will not 
be disturbed, the college urges that 
students and their guests arrive 
early. 
Students Vote To Spend Dessert 
Money For Sufferings of Warfare 
By Joan Pinanski 
Wellesley is willing to give up 
occasional "Pineapple Delights" 
and "Cocoanut Dreams" if it 
means bread and bandages for vic-
tims of war. Although it was im-
possible for the News to obtain 
complete figures because so many 
students were rushing aw'ay last 
week, 598 ballots on "giving up 
dessert" have already been tabu-
lated. Of this number 530 stu-
dents were willing to omit several 
desserts a month for a greater 
cause than momentary epicurean 
pleasures. Thirty-eight more signi-
fied their willingness to omit the 
finale to a Wellesley dinner at least 
once a month. 
The obvious trend in favor of 
devoting occasional dessert money 
to war relief has been discussed 
with officers of College Govern-
ment and the results will be re-
porfed to the Senate at their meet-
ing Monday, December 9, in the 
C. G. office at 7 :30 p. m. This 
meeting is open to all students. 
Senate will decide whether to 
bring the matter before the admin-
istration with whom the final de-
cision rests. 
Students voted in favor of the 
News suggestion for all sorts of 
reasons. "The money saved on des-
serts will do somebody else a lot 
more good than the food would do 
me,' ' said several. " I usually don't 
eat them anyway,'' pointed out one 
enthusiastic supporter of the plan. 
"It's reducing." 
Another thoughtful voter point-
ed out that she had no spare cash 
to contribute to war relief and felt 
this was an ideal way for her to 
help European sufferers. "We're 
living in luxury over here," said 
another student. "However little 
this may amount to, it's the very 
least we can do." 
Ballot collectors found other stu-
dents supporting the plan as an 
answer to those who look on col-
lege as an "ivo1·y tower." "It's a 
small way of showing outsiders we 
are conscious of suffering and 
tragedy in the world," commented 
another student. "We have been 
given everything. It's up to us to 
give in return." 
If public opinion can help shape 
college policy, Wellesley students 
may soon have the privilege of 
seeing the new plan work. The 
omission of "Chocolate Mysteries" 
and "Pompadour Puddings" may 
soon mean a little relief :for the 
innocent victims .of war. 
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The News Speaks 
For the benefit of all , we should like to clarify 
the editorial policy of the News . We have heard 
different criti cisms lately which have eemed to 
us to spring from a lack of understanding of the 
functions and limitationc;; of a college ne>vs-
paper. 
We are accused most often of not reflecting 
the opinions of the entire student body. This is 
"O simply because to know how every girl re-
acts to every situation involves more ac robatics 
t han we ca,n manage. If we were to send ques-
tionnaires around regularly, the whole college, 
including ourselves, would soon be weary. 
Moreover, it is. obviously impossible to "reflect" 
1500 varying opinions with any degree of con-
sistency in our editorials. 
The N ews, to be a nimble body, can not be 
an organ to mold the minds and characters of 
future citizen . We gracefully acknowledge 
Hitler 's superiori ty in this respect and leave the 
field "to darkness and to him." Furthermore, 
even in so relatively small an organization, it is 
impossible to have universal agreement. Dis-
sension i one way to keep from stagnation. 
The opinion expressed on this page are the 
result of purely individual t hinking, with, how-
ever , the concurrence of the senior board. 
Some think we know no world but Wellesley. 
On t he contrary we realize that this is only an 
infinitesimal part of actual life, as our editorials 
and special columns try to show. If too seldom 
we take no partisan stand on news outside the 
college, it i because we feel that we are in a 
better position to watch than to predict. We 
have become excited over what some call trivial-
ities. Forgive us for feeling that constant con-
templation of the large issues in life can be as 
warping and one-sided a its scorned opposite. 
For tho e who still feel that the News might 
do more toward making known their pet ideas, 
we sugge t that the Free Press is taken advan-
tage of all too seldom. That column is, after 
all, the only way in which we can "reflect" what 
the students and faculty think. It seems to us 
that numerous comments in the Free Press col-
umns would be an ideal situation, for then we 
should have a paper alive to current problems 
and topics, one truly representative of the col-
lege community. 
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It Is Worthwhile 
A t here have been rumors in recent weeks 
f disappointment in the quantity of work pro-
duced in the ~ ar Relief Workroom, perhaps it 
is time to rekindle our faith in the enterprise by 
an examination of the fa t . The Workroom 
was originally conceived with the idea that in it 
a.11 Wellesley College, working with established 
organization like the British War Relief and 
the Red Cros , might cooperate t o a lleviate 
civilian uff ering abroad. The enthusiastic sup-
port with which the project was started amply 
justified the initial a sumption of its worth. 
Hundreds of people volunteered an hour a week. 
Let us now look at the actual record of work 
completed in the first six weeks. Despite the 
rippino· and restitching t hat have caused com-
plaint we have produced 22 baby's robe , 22 
baby's wrapper~, 16 baby' dresses, 38 baby's 
nightgown , 51 baby's blankets, 12 dozen 
diapers, 7 pair men's pajamas, 35 children's 
skirt , 40 women' kirt , 21 hoods. To this 
hould be added the 200 knitted articles now in 
progress and the 50 completed two weeks before 
the deadline. 
We admit that during the first week of or-
ganization it has often been difficult to get suffi-
cient quantities of materials. However, t hat 
obstacle has now been met and t here are two 
large shipments of new articles to be completed 
before Christmas vacation. These are being 
delayed by lack of labor. If with only half a 
taff and scarce materials we have been able 
to accomplish as much as we have, does it not 
eem worthwhile to turn out 100 percent strong 
and tackle the new shipments? Come to 436 
Green this week and lend a hand. 
Why Not Boycott? 
Youthful pleas for peace these days be-
come increa ingly liable to derision and scorn. 
A preparedness rushe:- on to the tune of God 
Bless America, t hose of us not quite willing to 
leap immediately into the fray face frowns and 
jeers. Nonetheless, despite disapproval from 
our elders and an occasional outburst in our 
O\Nn Free Press, we maintain our stand; keep 
out of war. 
Less than a week ago, Hugh Dalton, 
Brit ish Minister of Economic Warf are, in a 
radio add ress to the United States, suggested 
several "measures short of war" which sound 
to us like reasonably potent threats in the 
Stop-Hitler movement. Stating that the 
Brit ish blockade was already pinching Ger-
many and Italy in oil , rubber , and supplies of 
ferro alloys, Mr. Dalton, whose job is to 
strangle the totalitarianism of Britain's ene-
mies, asked American businec;:s men to co-
operate with him and the British Navy by 
joining in boycotts and sanctions to end the 
war and out-siege Hit ler. 
He laid down a four-point formula of 
assistance, all points falling within the scope of 
economic sanctions, as follows: 
Extension and tightening of American ex-
port controls to prevent materials of war from 
reaching the enemy; boycott by American 
business of firms friendly to the Axis; denial 
of port faci lities to neutral ships likely to 
operate as blockade runners; and internment 
of enemy ships in American ports. 
A year ago this would have been a strange 
plan for any pacifist to favor. Today, having 
seen Berlin's reaction to the destroyer deal , 
we can advocate it with little fear of its in-
volving us in the war. 
To us, Mr. Dalton's sugge tion seems like one 
good answer to the question of how to aid Bri-
tain-while taying out of the war. We find 
this kind of sacrifice more appealing than that 
of war. Certainly we should try every con-
structive move of this kind before resorting to 
the machine gun. And certainly if American 
business balks at this plan, we will have good 
cause to wonder if economic interests do not 
play as large a part in this war as in the last. 
Dollars and Democracy both begin with D-
but they are not synonymous. 
Desserts Do It 
By J. I. P. '42 
That college girls grow plumper 
Is a fact we 've all deplored, 
That Britain's babes are hungry 
No longer is ignored. 
That desserts don't decrease cal-
ories 
Strikes a familiar chord, 
Giving up just one a m onth 
Will help our friends abroad. 
Free Press 
All contributions for this column 
must be signed with the full name 
of the author. Initials or numerals 
will be u sed if the writer so 
desires . 
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for statements 
in this column. 
Contri butions should be in the 
hands of the Editors by 11 a. m. 
on Monday. Owing to space limi-
tations, letters should be limited to 
300 Wtn'da. 
Editors Frivolous? 
E ditor of the Free Press 
Wellesley College News 
My dear Editor: 
The future historians of the Col-
lege will note sardonically that in 
the autumn of 1940, when Amer-
ica stood on the brink of war and 
democracy was tottering to de-
struction in Europe, the editors 
of the Wellesley College News 
printed two editorials lamenting 
the fact that the system of free 
cuts was gravely imperilled be-
cause in class some instructors 
called the roll in "weary or st en-
torian tones" while others silently 
affixed a "black mark" against the 
name of an absentee. 
What seems lacking here is a 
sense of comparative values. When 
so many critical national and in-
ternational problems clamor for 
earnest consideration, it behooves 
us as citizens and as scholars to 
refrain from wasting thought on 
matters which in the perspective 
of our own lives, let alone the 
perspective of history, will be ac-
counted trifling. 
Always sincerely yours, 
Edward E. Curt-is 
Editors Rude? 
To the Wellesley College News: 
As regards the "Course Repre-
sentatives" recently announced by 
the student Curriculum Commit-
tee may I assume that traditions 
of 'courtesy will checkmate this 
incitement to critical license, and 
that "Democracy" will still grant 
a professor freedom to speak of 
more important matters than roll-
calls and other classroom proce-
<lures? 
Helen Sard Hughes. 
Editors Undisciplined? 
To the Wellesley College News: 
I was quite surprised to read 
your recent editorial on cutting. 
Although a grown-up attitude is 
excellent, I know that I and most 
of my classmates need the disci-
pline of having the roll called to 
make us attend our classes. 
Since we are here to get an edu-
cation, why object to faculty in-
terest in carrying out that aim? 
1944 
Editors Keen, Mature? 
To the Wellesley College News : 
Three cheers for your editorial 
on the subject of cutting! It 
brought to the front an issue which 
is of vital importance to Wellesley 
College. We students would like 
to feel that we are nearing adult-
hood, and for t he most part our 
teachers seem willing to aid our 
progress in this direction. It is 
rather illogical of many of them, 
however, t o treat us like young 
children on the subject of cutting, 
while expecting us to work like 
fairly mature young women. One 
finds it difficult to act like an adult 
unless one is treated as such. The 
student body should unite to pro-
tect its rights as set forth in the 
Grey Book. 
1943 
To the Wellesley College News: 
Your editorial of November 7: 
" We Accuse" is an excellent state-
ment of a condition irritating ma1·1y 
students. The very people who 
most object to having the roll call-
ed and cuts tallied are those who 
cut least, but who value being 
treated as adults most. 
1941 
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2) 
Caps and Frowns 
W el1esley Social 
Loyal sons of M. I . T. will not 
be outdone by their Harvard rivals, 
even in the small matter of bids 
to Wellesley's favor. For W elles-
ley no sooner finished playing hos-
tess to the Harvard lads at a gala 
dinner-dance, but M. I. T. insisted 
that they, too, be feted in like 
manner. Result? Dates, dinner, 
and dance to be furnished to 150 
freshmen and sophomores from 
Tech, Saturday, December 7. The 
engineers evidently thought so 
highly of the whole proceedings, 
that they graced a special edition 
of the Tech paper with a glaring 
two column italics head, and a 
highly persuasive article, claiming· 
that Wellesley was sponsoring t he 
dance "to form closer interrela-
tions between the underclassmen of 
the two schools." In addition, they 
urged all underclassm en "even 
vaguely interested in their own so-
cial advancement" to attend, prom-
ising t ransportation, and advising 
old clothes. Just what they expect 
in the line of social advancement 
that can best be met with old 
clothes, is not quite certain. 
Beer at Library 
Every winter brings further 
suffering to the statues by the 
library door. For years impractical 
jokers have been ruining the ladies' 
dignity. Mittens have warmed Wis-
dom's hands and scarves swathed 
her sister's neck. Last week, how-
ever, the cl imax was reached. A 
Ione gentleman from Harvard 
crowned them with beer cans. At 
the same time unknown Holy Cross 
scholars, frenzied by their B. U. 
defeat, found solace in draping the 
Chapel door with a shroud-like 
banner. 
Not Wellesley's '44 
Wellesleyites need no longer 
hide their faces in shame at some 
of the freshman Composition 
boners. A N ortheasterner equalled 
anything in our English Depart-
ment when he stated in a theme 
that "M:rs. S- was the last to 
enter the dirigible. Slowly with 
her huge nose pointed at the sky, 
she headed for the distant hori-
zon·." And then there is the Exeter 
lad who, when asked the differ-
ence between a Sanitarium and a 
Sanitorium, replied blithely, "One 
is for men and the other for 
women." 
They Want Hats 
Moravian College is taking up 
Dartmouth's cry against women 
who don 't wear hats. They want 
to "start a girlcott against girls 
who boycott hats." These gentle-
men claim that women look silly 
without cranial coverings, and 
that nice hats are "pretty, cute, 
dignified, poised, elegant, terrific, 
neat, engaging, proper, flirtatious, 
and swell." Take note lasses, and 
pay h eed, if you would be popu-
lar with Moravians and Dart-
mouthians. 
The Good Old Days 
The Brov.m Daily Herald reports 
that the study hours from morning 
prayers until breakfast, from nine 
a. m. to twelve noon, from two 
p. m. until sunset and from seven 
p. m. until nine p. m. were design-
ed in early college rules to prevent 
student dissipation. Students were 
forbidden to play cards, to lie, 
steal, swear or get drunk. Meals 
included "two meals of salt beef 
and pork with peas, beans, greens, 
roots, etc .... two meals of fresh 
meat .... "The most cryptic menu 
was the one meal consisting of 
"soup and fragments," as no one 
seems able to define "fragments." 
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THE PEREGRINATING PRESS 
lt\ ERRY was startled when two 
..fi1 puzzled students at a requir-
ed French lecture shoved a note 
to him. The note explained that 
the girls were graduate students 
who didn't understand a word of 
French and thought they were at-
tending a marr iage lecture. 
* * • 
IO VEN Perry had to raise his 
~ eyebrow slightly when he saw 
the Sophomore, wbo had just fin-
ished raving about her "divinest" 
time at Yale, display half a Red 
Cross sweater accomplished the 
very same week-end. 
• * * 
~ ARE ignorance in mathematics 
~ pops up now and then among 
Wellesley girls, reflects Perry. 
What else is he to• think when a 
supposedly educated Junior orders 
"an apple, two oranges, and eight 
ice-creams, please" for a table of 
eight? 
* * * 
~ ADIO is an extraordinary 
~ thing. Perry recently heard 
Students May See The 
River, Depicting Flood 
Control of Mississippi 
To clarify the problems of flood 
control and soil erosion in the 
Missi~sippi Valley, the. Depart-
ment of Economics will show The 
River, a motion picture depicting 
the history of the Mississippi Val-
ley, in P endleton Hall, Friday, De-
cember 6, at 4 :40 p. m. 
Accompanying the film is a text 
contributed by Pare Lorentz which 
is considered by critics to be among 
his finest offerings to films of this 
type. Also remarkable are the 
photography and musical accom-
paniment of the film, which was 
released a f ew years ago by the 
Depar tment of Agriculture. 
AH interested students are in-
vited to attend the presentation. 
College Choirs to Join 
For Christmas Concert 
The Wellesley College Choir, di-
rected by Miss Margaret MacDon-
ald , will join choirs from Pem-
broke, M. I. T., and Worcester In-
stitute of Technology in a concert 
Saturday, December 7, at Worces-
ter. The Wellesley singers will 
present a group of Christmas 
carols, and traditional songs from 
England, Holland, Germany, and 
Poland. 
Miss MacDonald is to conduct 
the combined choruses in four 
Bach chorales, including Now All 
the Woods A re Sleepin g and J esu, 
Joy of Man's Desiring. The pro-
gram will close with two songs by 
Handel, The Lark in the Moon, a 
folksong arranged by Randall 
Thompson, and Onward, ye P eo-
ples by Sibelius. 
Miss Boynton Describes 
Two Chinese Gardens 
"In Chinese gardens, flowers 
are almost the least important ele-
ment," said Miss Grace M. Boyn-
ton, in describing two gardens of 
th1.i Emporor Chi'en Lung, Monday, 
December 2, in the Botany Lectul'e 
Room at 3:40 p. m. 
Showing how landscape, archi-
tecture, and material of literary 
significance are of prime impo-:.--
tance, Miss Boynton explained the 
religious and mountain origin of 
such gardens. As a teacher of 
English at Yenching University, 
she has studied these gardens for 
several years, and, with a group 
of students, she bas uncovered new 
material concerning them. 
She told of the Garden of De-
lightful Harmonies and of the 
Garden of the Rocks of Retirement, 
both built in the late eighteenth 
C€ntury. 
Tel. WELiesiey 1544 
VILLAGE 
HAIRDRESSING SHOP 
Eight Church Street 
Wel~esley 
the master of ceremonies of a quiz 
say to his victim, a man claiming 
to live in Wellesley Hills, "Ah, you 
must know hundreds of those W el-
lesley Co-eds! " 
* * * 
Perry still marvels over the 
night when a Cazenove Junior 
jumped out of bed, dressed care-
fully, applied her best make-up, 
and r an downstairs to meet an un-
expected "caller on the first floor," 
only to discover that she had mis-
understood the maid, who had said, 
"call on the first phone." 
* * * 
~ ES, there's nothing like the 
~ popularization of education, 
says Perry. Given in a history 
class as the sublime example of 
faith in legislation was the story 
of the little boy who, when told 
that Newton had discovered the 
Law of Gravity, asked what had 
become of people before the law 
was passed. 
Perry the Presaman 
College to Hear Action 
Story of Aviation Shown 
In Traveling Air Show 
"From Magic Carpet to Rocket 
Ship," a traveling air show pre-
sented by the Franklin Institute 
of Philadelphia to give a wider 
understanding of the history of 
aviation and the principles of 
flight, will be presented at Welle~­
ley, Tuesday, December 10, m 
Pendleton Hall, at 7 :30 p.m. The 
air show will consist of motion 
pictures showing flight in nature, 
and of many demonstrations show-
ing methods of flight by flying 
models, visible air flow, types of 
fliers, how and why the airplane 
flies, and the action of the minia-
ture gas engine. 
The air show, presented under 
the auspices of both the Physics 
Department and the College Lec-
ture Committee, is under the man-
agement of the Junior Town Hall. 
It will be open to everyone inter-
es ted in aviation. 
Professor to Discuss 
War in Mediterranean 
Miss Judith Williams, Professor 
of History, will discuss "British 
Interests in the Mediterranean," 
Monday~ December 16, at 4 :40 p.m. 
in Pendleton Hall. 
Centering her discussion about 
the present war situation, Miss 
Williams plans to discuss British 
political, strategic, and diplomatic 
interests in the Mediterranean 
area in both their historical and 
current aspects. 
Miss Williams's lecture is the 
third in a. series of lectures on 
topics of current interest pre-
sented by the Departments of His-
tory, Economics, and Political Sci-
ence and Forum under the direc-
tion of Miss Gwendolyn Carter, 
Instructor in the Department of 
History. 
Anne Shepard '39 Dies 
After a Brief Illness 
Wellesley was saddened to· hear 
of the death of Anne Shepard '39, 
Friday, November 29, in New York 
City, after a brief illness. Dur-
ing four years at Wellesley her 
career was most successful. She 
was a Wellesley Scholar in her 
Junior year, and Phi Beta Kappa 
in her Senior year. She was also 
a member of Zeta Alpha Society. 
After graduation, she continued 
her study of Zoology at the College 
of Physicians and Surgeons in 
New York. 
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Service Fund Will Buy 
Rolling Kitchen With 
With Relief Allotment 
Edith Fisher '41, Chairman of 
the College War Relief Committee, 
has announced definite plans for 
the purchase by the college of a 
rolling kitchen for England. The 
kitchen will cost approximately 
$2000 and will serve hot food to 40-0 
people at a time. "Wellesley Col-
lege" will be painted on the 
machine. 
Service Fund has allotted $4000 
in all to the War Relief Commit-
tee. A second specific appropria-
tion of $1200 has been made to the 
American Friends' Service Com-
mittee. From this sum, $600 will 
be spent upon food for a school 
in French territory. 
The College War Relief Com-
mittee further announces an ex-
hibit of work which has been 
completed in the Tower, Horton, 
and All College Workroom to be 
held at the Christmas bazaar at 
Alumnae and in the Reception room 
at Green Hall December 9 and 10. 
Dr. Cadbury Will Speak 
On Meaning of Pacifism 
Dr. Henry J. Cadbury, Professor 
of the New Testament at Harvard 
University, will speak on ''Pacifism, 
A Positive Approach," Sunday, De-
cember 8, at 7 :45 p.m. at Agora. 
The meeting is sponsored by the 
Peace Service Fellowship. After 
discussing briefly the meaning and 
scope of pacifism; Dr. Cadbury will 
answer questions and lead an open 
discussion. 
Dr. Cadbury is a prominent 
member of the Society of Friends 
and a leader of the American 
Friends Service Committee. He is 
an outstanding authority on the 
New Testament here and in Eng-
land and is co-translator of the 
for thcoming translation of the New 
Testament, which is expected to 
appear by the end of next year, 
and is eagerly awaited by scholar s 
of the New 'T-estament. He has 
written many books on religious 
subjects and has received degrees 
in t hTs country and abroad.--
M. Guislain Analyzes 
Poetic Work of Villon 
" A poem should be a spell cast 
upon u s," declared M. Jean Marie 
Guislain, distinguished French 
poet and artist, who spoke on 
Francois Villon, Tuesday, Decem-
ber 3 ,in Pendleton Hall. M. Guis-
lain believes that poets help to 
keep alive a desirable inner enthus-
iasm in the contemplation of the 
fine arts. 
The art of Villon, a great French 
poet of the fifteenth century, may 
be compared, M. Guislain thinks, 
to the solidity and strength of the 
Gothic cloisters, with their, deep re-
cesses and harmony of tone and 
color, among which Villon was 
bred. 
M. Guislain, in his analysis and 
interpretation of L'Epitaphe de 
Villon (La Ballade des Pendus), 
described the steps by which Vil-
lon, outlawed for murder, pleads 
in behalf of criminafs for release 
from the condemnation of men. 
The poet, i ntroducing his person-
ality into the gruesome picture of 
his body swaying beneath the gal-
lows, created unique beauty and 
music through his intense sincer-





Save Express Charges! 
150 lbs. Baggage Free 
on your rai~road ticket 
We ca 11 for your baggage 
and deliver it to your 
HOME ADDRESS. 
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Wellesley Colonial Garage 
CENTRAL STREET 
in Wellesley Square 
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.Hindemith Shows Keen Interest 
In Student Orchestras, Musicians 
by Joan Pinanski 
" Of course I'm interested in 
student orchestras," said Mr. Paul 
H indemi th , distinguished modern 
composer who conducted the 
Wellesley Orchestra last night. 
"After all, I am a teacher. I have 
a lways been a teacher." At the 
moment Mr. Hindemith is doing 
h is teaching at the Yale School of 
Music-in composition and counter-
point. This summer he taught at 
the Berkshire Music Center for 3ix 
weeks. 
" I wrote the five pieces we play· 
ed last night about fifteen years 
ago," the composer said. "It was 
for an orchestra of boys in a 
school," he added. "It was a nice 
school, too-out in the country." 
Mr. Hindemith likes the country 
and admitted ideas for his music 
often come while walking. "But 
ideas come almost anyplace, any .. 
time," he explained. 
Mr. Hindemith is enthusiastic 
about student instrumentalists. "If 
someone plays in college, they will 
love music the r est of their life," 
said the musician, who has en-
couraged "music in school" by 
writing specially for students. 
The affable, though famous, 
conductor-composer spoke of his 
Employes to Gather At 
Annual C. A. Xmas Party 
In accordance with an annual 
custom, the Christian Association 
is planning a Christmas party for 
the employees of the college, to be 
held in the ballroom of Alumnae 
Hall, Thursday, December 12, from 
8 :00 to 12 :00 p.m. An orchestra 
will provide music for both folk 
and ballroom dancing, In addition 
to this there will be a floor show 
and community singing as other 
features of the party. Refresh-
ments will be served. 
All employes of the college and 
their children are invited to attend. 
work. He almost always writes for 
some special purpose. either on 
commission or for his friends. A 
musician a s much in demand as Mr. 
Hindemith rarely l:Omposes just 
for the sake of composing. 
Versatility is an outstanding 
Hindemith quality. He has a play-
ing acquaintance with almost all 
the instruments. He told us he 
could do a Weber concerto on the 
clarinet. "But I'm better on the 
bassoon," he hastened to add. Ho 
has "always" played the stringed 
instruments and written much 
music for strings. Just now he is 
working on his new symphony, 
which will be played by the Bos-
ton orchestra in the spring. 
The guest conductor of Welles-
ley 's Orchestra is a pleasant per-
son to interview, although he pro-
f esses dislike of "newspaper men 
and women." His is a warm per-
sonality and a wonderful sense of 
humor with a special mastery of the 
"pun." He likes being with people, 
" though not always." His genuine 
interest in and contributions to 
students won him popularity st 
the Berkshires, Yale, and Welles-
ley for a great musician of this 
era. 
French Majors Meet 
M. Guislain at Tea 
Members of the Department cf 
French gave a t ea Wednesday, De-
cember 4, at Tower Court for Ju-
nior and Senior majors and mem-
bers of L' A ile Francaise ae Mun-
ger. M. Jean Marie Guislain, visit-
ing the college for two weeks under 
the auspices of the French and 
Art Departments, was guest of 
honor. 
Tryouts for Seniors for Acad-
emic Council will be held in 
Billings, Thursday, December 5, 
from 1 :30 to 6 :00 p.m. 
WELLESLEY 
SNOW-
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Members of the Alliance Fran-
caise will present a program of 
Christmas eustoms and songs and 
a play at Tower Court, Monday, 
December 9, starting at 7 :30 p. m. 
Any non-members who care to at-
tend are cordially invited. 
Deutscher Verein 
The Christmas festivities of the 
Deutscher Verein will be held 
Wednesday, December 11, at 7:30 
p. m. in Shakespeare House. A 
presentation of the Medieval play 
Totentanz will be followed by 
Christmas carols and refreshments. 
Interfaith Group 
There will be a meeting of the 
Interfaith Group in the Christian 
Association Lounge, Wednesday, 
December 11, at 4 :40 p. m. The 
program will follow the plan of 
"Information Please," and all 
those interested are invited to 
come with questions in mind. 
La Tertulia 
An old Spanish play will be 
produced by members of La Ter-
tulia in the Recreation Building, 
Wednesday, December 11, at 7 :30 
p. m. After the play there will 
he singing of Spanish songs. 
Unity Club 
Mrs. Hodder, Professor in the 
History Department, will speak at 
4 :30 p. m. at the Unity Club's 
second meeting of the year, Mon-
day, December 9, at Agora. Tea 
will be served at 4 :00 p. m. 
Mathematics Club 
Mathematics enthusiasts dis-
cussed the pa1·t they could play 
ih the present world crisis at a 
meeting in the Recreation Build-
i.ng, Monday, December 2. 
Newman Club 
Wellesley and M. I. T. Newman 
Clubs held their first dance of the 
year at Tau Zeta Epsilon, Satur-
day, November 30. 
Poetry Society 
Jean Pinanski '42 entertained 
members of the Poetry Society 
with an informal talk on "Theories 
of Modern Poetry," at its meeting 
in Munger Hall, Monday, Decem-
ber 2. 
Basketball Teams Will 
Demonstrate to Umpires 
There will be a meeting of 
basketball umpires at Radcliffe to-
night for a discussion of rules and 
umpiring. Miss Elizabeth Beall, 
Assistant Professor in the Hygien8 
and Phy~ical Education Depart-
ment, will lead t he discussion, 
while Miss Hilda Johnson, Instruc-
tor in the Department of Hygiene 
and Physical Education, will act as 
commentator during a demonstra-
tion of the rules by two basket-
ball teams from Wellesley. Mem-
bers of the teams are Cretyl 
Crumb '41, Kay Ebbert '42, Doro-
thy Fenner '42, Betty Gilbert '42, 
Betty Hampson '43, Jane Hathen 
'41, Mary Jones '43, Carolyn 
Knight '42, Beth Ralph '42, Kay 
Sprunt '42, Dorothy Walbridge 
'43, and Vera Warner '42. 
Rev. Sherrill Stresses 
Need to Labor With God 
Right Reverend Henry K. Sher-
rill, Bishop of Massachusetts, 
stressed the fact that "we are 
laborers together with God" in his 
sermon at Houghton Memorial 
Chapel, Sunday morning, Decem-
ber 1. 
We must not surrender to the 
temptation of thinking that the 
present world problems are God's 
fault, he said. Nor must we use 
the Christian religion as a shelter 
from them. There is too much 
work to be done. This work is for 
us, not for God. We cannot sit 
back and pray to him for courage 
and faith enough to remove them 
ourselves. In this way we are 
"laborers together with God." 
GIRLS! Come up now for 
your Christmas pictures. 
Special price for Wellesley 
College students. 
ELIZABETH ROMER STUDIO 
31 CENTRAL STREET 
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Alumna Discusses Work 
In Criminal Reform At 
First Sociology Dinner 
Using as background her own ex-
periences as head of the educa-
tional program at Sherborn Re-
formatory for Women, in Fram-
ingham, Miss Ruth P. Weinberg, a 
graduate of Wellesley, Class of 
1926, discussed methods of reform-
ing woman criminals at a dinner 
sponsored by the Department of 
Sociology for junior and senior 
majors, Tuesday, December 3, in 
Tower Court. 
Miss Weinberg described Sher-
boTn Reformatory, its history, 
physical set-up, population, rou-
tine, and the ages, mentality, 
background, and offences of the 
inmates. She stressed the fact 
that, although each case is given 
special attention by expert officials, 
volunteer workers and community 
sentiment play a large part in 
bringing about the reformation of 
criminals. Miss Weinberg con-
cluded by saying that chief quali-
fications for this type of work are 
an innate liking for human beings 
and a balance between sympathetic 
understanding and dignified au-
thority. 
German Club to Present 
Austrian Drama of Fate 
Deutscher Verein will present a 
medieval Austrian drama, Toten-
tanz, an old representation of Fate, 
at its Christmas meeting Wed-
nesday, December 11, at 7 :30 p. m. 
in Shakespeare Society House. 
The players will be Marie Haff en-
reffer '41, the Angel; Virginia 
Kracke '41, Death; Marjorie Curts 
'42, the Young Man; Maria Her-
rera '41, the King; Ann White 
'42, the Old Woman; Charma Da-
vies '41, the Young Girl; Hannah 
Schiller '42, the Farmer; Ellen 
Luberger '41, the Soldier; and 
Ellen Holman '42, the Mother. 
Mrs. Gertrude Lasch Wyatt, 
who was for several years a mem-
ber of the sbdf of Max Reinhardt's 
Drama School in Vienna, is direct-
ing the play. Within the past few 
weeks she has given three lectures 
at Wellesley College on the subject 
of German phonetics. Preceding 
the play Mrs. Wyatt and her hus-
band will be the guests of hono"!' 
at a dinner given by the German 
Department. 
The evening's entertainment will 
also include refreshments and the 
singing of old German Christmas 
songs. 
Seniors.' 
Wellesley W ill Join 
Harvard Swimmer s In 
Water D emonstr at ion 
The Department of Hygiene and 
Physical Educ.ation and the Boston 
Board of Swimming Officials are 
sponsoring a "Swimming Clinic" 
to be held Satu1·day, December 7, 
at 2 :00 p.m. in the Recreation 
Building. Miss Marna Brady, Di-
rector of Physi:::al Education at 
Wheaton College, and Miss Ann 
A very Smith, Assistant Professor 
of Hygiene and Physical Education 
at Wellesley, are in charge. 
All students in the college are 
cordially invited to attend the 
meeting. The program will include 
discusdons and demonstrations of 
swimming and a motion picture of 
the National A. A. U. Men's and 
Women's meets. 
The highlight of the afternoon 
will be a water ballet entitled 
"Water Rhythms," presented by 
the Wellesley College Swimming 
Club. Girls in the cast are: Mar-
garet Alexander '42, Virginia An-
dersen '41, Marion Boyd '42, 
Esther Brainard '43, Brenda Bur-
gess '43, Barbara Crooks '44, Mar-
ion Elbogen '43, Florence Kaltner 
'43, Phyllis Kelley, Grad., Caroline 
Knight '42, Shirley Knight '42, 
arbara Lotz '44, Joan Morton '43, 
Edith Mumford '43, Dorothy Need-
ham, Grad., Carol Purlington '44, 
Elizabeth Schmid '44, Katherine 
Sickles '42, Margaret Skillman '43, 
Helen Stafford '44, Mary Whit-
more '42, Sue Young '43. 
The Harvard-Wellesley Swim-
mers in their first appearance, will 
present a demonstration of "Syn-
chronized Swimming and Diving." 
Wellesley girls in this group are: 
Martha Bieler '41, Blil;rbara Coburn 
'43, Mary K. Hayes '43, Sue Hoover 
'43, Mary E. Johnson '42, Luella 
LaMer '41, Doris Martens '43, 
Isabella Nutt '41. 
De~n Angus Du11: Speaks 
At C. A. Sunday Vespers 
Dean Angus Dun, of the Epis-
copal Theological College in Cam-
bridge, spoke informally at the 
Christian Ass<>ciation Vespers held 
at Tau Zeta Epsilon Society house, 
Sunday evening, December 1. 
"We are living in the midst of 
warring faiths," he said, "and we 
cannot be :Qei;tral." 
The Church is a community of 
faith, of worship, and of charity, 
Dean Dun continued. It is the 
sole product of the work of Jesus 
Christ on earth. As the Church 
ex~sts only in the lives of its be-
lievers, so it in turn is vitally 
necessary to them, he concluded. 
Special Discounts 
A PLEASANT record of your senior 
year at college should be recorded, not as 
an annual year book photograph-but one 
to bring out your individuality, in style 
and chara:cter. 
We off er to the senior a special discount 
on all our Studio Styles. 
This offer exclusive to Seniors 
GherinS 
"Style of tomorrow in photography" 
572 WASHINGTON STREET 
67 CENTRAL STREET 
C. G. Comment 
What is Open Senate? 
Senate is the legislative body 
of C. G., but it is a misconception 
to believe that its work consists 
merely in the passing and discus-
sion of rules which appear in the 
annual Gray Book. 
Last Spring Senate was opened 
to all s tudents in the hope that 
more and more persons would be-
come interested in the work of 
College Government and would 
contribute tangibly to its success. 
The students who come to open 
Senate are urged to participate in 
the disc~ssions as long as they are 
first recognized by the Chairman. 
In this way, the voting members 
of Senate benefit greatly from this 
participation, and it is hoped that 
the outside members will feel that 
they may play a real part in the 
formulation of policies as well as 
of actual rules. 
The time and agenda of Senate 
meetings are indexed in advance. 
If you find you cannot attend the 
meeting, you will be able to read 
a copy of the minutes on the C. G. 
Bulletin Board outside 140 Green. 
Make a point of stopping by and 
reading them next time you are 
on your way to the ticket office or-
Post Office. 
Open Senate meeting, Monday, 
December 9, at 7 :30 p.m. in 140 
Green. 
Tentative Agenda 
1. Discussion of the policy of 
Superior Court in posting notices 
of its decisions on class and house 
boards. 
2. Explanation of the duties of 
the class · representatives of the 
House Councils. There will be a 
discussion of ways in which to 
make College Government more 
effective through the use of these 
representatives. 
3. Decision on Wellesley dele-
gate for the Nationa~ Student 
Federation Conference at Vassar 
College. 
4. Report of the work done by 
Stu den ts Will Discuss 
I. R. C. Con f er ence at T ea 
Forum will hold a tea on Wed-
nesday, December 11, at 4 :15 in T. 
Z. E. Margaret Skillman '43, Jane 
Behnke '43, and Luella La Mer '41, 
delegates from Wellesley to the 
International Relations Club Con-
ference held at Boston the week-
end of December 6, will report on 
the conference, the problems dis-
cussed, and the questions raised. 
Both Vera Michaeles Dean and 
Max Lerner, among other notables, 
are. to be at the conference. Fol-· 
lowing the reports, there will be 
a general discussion directed by 
Miss La Mer, Chairman of the 
International Relations Club of 
Wellesley. 
Art Museum Exhibits 
Guislain Watercolors 
An exhibit of watercolors by 
M. Jean-Marie Guislain is . being 
held in the Wellesley Art Museum.' 
It will be on display until De-
cember 18. 
the War Emergency Conference 
Committee read by the Chairman. 
5. Explanation of the statistics 
on the matter of doing without 
dessert for war relief as deter-
mined by the poll in News. 
6. Report by the Chairman on 
the work of the Elections Com-
mittee in scheduling class elections 
for next year and a proposed 
sch~dule of elections for the Spring 
of this year. 
NOTE: Additional items may be 
placed on the agenda by any stu-
dent who brings her proposal to 
the President of College Govern-
ment. 
SK IS 
Base a nd top waxed at lowest 
prices 
l<'re e collectlcm aml delivery 
Imported wax u ·ed 
R. Edwards, 631 Washington St. 
Wellesley H28·.T 
A sk t h t u d nt who h ad h er w ork 
d o n e last y e a r 
Add zest to Your Daily liie 
Chew Delicious 
OOU BLEMINT GUM 
ll this easy way to get a 
Discover for yoursaile. tivities: Chew refresh-
bigger kick out of d Y ac 
ing DOUBLEMINT GUM. h fun it is to chew. Well, 
You know how muc . n smooth, springy 
there's extra fun cdhev:i Jng lots of delicious, 
DOUBLEMINT GUM an en JO J -
long-lasting flavor.. lthful treat daily helps 
And chewing this hea · Aids your t rvous tension. th 
relieve pen -up ndeh lps sweeten your brea 
d . tion too an e iges , , teeth attractive. 
and keep your f h lthful reh:eshing 
Treat yoursel to ea , 
DOUBLEMINT GUM every day. 
Buy several packages of DOUBLEMINT GUM tod"3,~ " 
Alumna's Book Offers 
Story of Service And 
Unselfish Leadership 
Helen Bar rett Montgomei·y-Fro11i 
Campus to World Citizenship, .by 
Helen Barrett Montgomery, with 
tributes by her friends . 140 
pages, Fleming H. Revell Com-
pany, $1.25. 
By this book we are again re-
minded of the potential greatness 
of . human beings. Helen Barrett 
Montgomery, Wellesley '84, proves 
this by the memorable example of 
her life and work. Through her 
own exposition and letters and th_e 
t ributes by friends, some promi-
nent in rel igious and missionary 
activities, we learn of the immense 
scope of her life. Mrs. Montgom-
ery was leader, author, lecturer, 
t raveler, translator of t he entire 
New Testament, suffragist, always 
t he gracious, unselfish woman, be-
loved and respected by all who 
came into contact with her. 
The first half of t he combina-
tion autobiography and biography 
of one of t his country's earliest 
college women consists of Mrs. 
Montgomery's easy, pleasant re-
counting of "Her Own Story," in-
cl uding her family, her college 
days, and her marriage. 
The rest of the book contains 
tributes by Reverend Albert W. 
Beaven, D. D., President of the 
Colgate-Rochester Divinity School, 
and Pastor of the Lake A venue 
Baptist Church, Rochester, from 
1:909 to 1929; Mr s. Curtis Lee 
Laws, Mrs. Montgomery's lifelong 
friend and church associate; Mrs. 
H enry W. P eabody, companion ~nd 
fell ow-worker in the world-wide 
missionary efforts of which Mrs. 
Montgomery became a leader; 
Florence Bigelow, a classmate at 
college ; and Carolin H. Smi~h, 
president of the Woman's Baptist 
Foreign Mission Society. 
Combining both t he self-revela-
tion by the subject of the book 
and the impressions of her fri ends 
and associates is here a highly suc-
cessful means of biography. W e 
see Mrs. Montgomery as her mod-
est, unassuming, pious self and 
relive her life with her through 
amusing a nd fascinating letters 
a nd many intelligent, grave ob-
ervations. To anyone who has 
ever been a student at Wellesley, 
her college letter s should be per-
haps the most interesting part of 
the volume, for they show vividly 
the surprising similarity between 
the Wellesley of the early eighties 
and that of today. The necessary 
differences add a source of amuse-
ment and wonderment. 
The tributes by her friends sup-
plement the already striking pic-
t ure of t he woman as she was, for 
here we see her through the eyes 
of others. Indubitably Helen Bar-
rett Montgomery's life will furnish 
a bit more hope for the fate of 
humanity in the hearts of all who 
read her inspiring story. 
C. D. '42 
Our Christmas Book List 
COMPANY OF BOOKS 
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Grace Notes 
<!Campu~ ~ritlc When Desire Defauw conducted th e Boston Symphony Orchestra last week, the music critics called 
attention to his heritage as a Flem-
ish musician. They referred to a 
Flemish tradition of composition. 
which compared favorably with 
the great artistic works of that 
section. Guillaume Dufay was 
cited as the first great master in 
the Flemish school of music. 
Bill Robinson Appears 
In Uninspired Review 
All In Fun 
Produced by L eon a rd Stillman 
CAST : 
B ill Robinso n C:an c1 ido B othe lo 
Imog e ne oca Fl owe r Hujer 
J erry L es te r H ope Ma nning 
Pert K e lto n N a ncy Noel 
R o. ita Mor e no B e n L ssy 
R ed Marsha ll L y n L oga n 
David Morris Ma urice K elly 
W a lte r Cas sel William - r chiba ld 
B ill J ohnson •Puk Paaris 
A nita A lva re z D o rothy Dem~is 
a nd o thers 
This reviewer has, for the first 
time, walked out on a show. Not 
until 10: 15 (at the end of th~ 
first act) did we screw up cour-
age to make the early train-for 
All In Fun was not so much bad 
as deadly boring. 
There's been a lot said lately 
about vaudeville being dead. There 
have even been books written on 
it. But Leonard Sillman's revue is 
nothing but an extravagant, elon-
gated vaudeville program. Ther~'s 
the chorus-in ugly costumes, m 
Hindemith Appears As 
Guest Conductor With 
The College Orchestra 
The Wellesley College Orchestra, 
directed by Mr. Malcolm H. 
Holmes, presented a concert last 
n igh t in Alumnae Hall. Mr. Paul 
Hindemith, distinguished com-
poser , appeared as g uest corn;Juctor 
and soloist. He led the orchestra 
in his own Five Pieces for student 
musicians and played · the solo viola 
part in his Fun eral Music in mem-
ory of King George V. 
The concert included the Mozart 
Concerto for Clarinet and Orches-
t?·a with Joan Pinanski '42 as solo-
ist, the Brook Green Suite by Gu'3-
tav Holst, and the Overture tn 
Love in a Tub by Sir Henry 
Bishop. A review of the concert 
will appear in the News next 
week. 
'42 Show Score Scores 
Hit With Recordings 
not very good routin es. There 's The widespread praise and de-
J erry Lester, who was amusing for mand for the Junior Show r ecor d 
the few minutes he was on in the have proven . most fruitful, for ru-
first act. There's Bill Robinson, mor has it that there's another in 
who we thought graduated from the offing! Our renowned '42 pian-
vaudeville long ago. There should · ists, Lorna Cooke and Marilyn 
have been Phil Baker, who is out Morse, will play the impressive 
of the show because of illness. An<l overture, including several selec-
there are a ll the other specialty tions composed by Miss Cooke. On 
acts-tap dancers, singers, skits the reverse the Junior Prom song 
(t he punch line of one being that seemed so appealing will 
"Hello, Joe, what d'ya know?") be featured, accompanied by 
The songs we.re almost all good. Please, Mr. Ferdinand, Please, 
When they wer en't, the orchestra sung by two of the Wellesley Girls. 
ma de up in volume and the dancers If the artists perform as well as 
made up in energy what the music they did November 15, this disc 
lacked, and Baldwin Bergerson's ought to be sensational, for accord-
music is catchy and singable. But ing to your critic, its material is 
a good show needs more than a the cream of that production. 
change in costume, a change in Another album of assorted well-
music. The old vaudeville programs known classical records has just 
used to last not more than an hour; been issued, truthfully dubbed a 
at the end of the one-hour-and-a- Library Builder. The Blue Dan-
half first act we had ,had enough. u be and Vienna Woods- waltzes, 
Modern dancing for 1940 vaudc- Lizst's Hungarian Rhapsody No. 
ville was better than might be ex- 2, Finlandia, lnvitati<Jn to the 
pected. These dances were more Walt z, and the Fire Music from 
finished t han any of t he other Die Walkure are the selections in-
acts, and the dancers had contrcl • eluded, and are offered at a special 
and technique. But-always but-. price en masse. MoS't of them 
the choreography was uninspiring. are recorded by Stokowski and the 
That Man and Woman Thing, Philadelphia orchestra, but the two 
the best of these. had moments of by Toscanini leading the B. B. C. 
i·eal dancing. But the final impre~1 - orchestra are equally fine. 
sion was that it was dramatically Sprach Uaranthrustra, a Richard 
effective more because of the Strauss tone poem magnificently 
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 5) (Continued on Page 6, Col. 1) 
~The Show Place of Middle•e% County~
s T. G E 0 R G E E~~t6:~0 Sat. & Sun. Cont. 
2 P. M. F R A M I N G H A M Last Show s 
Sunday thru Wednesday 







T hursday, Friday, Saturday 








• STAGE • 
"Li/ e with Father" 
"All in Fun" 
"Hi Ya, Gentlemen" with Max Baer 





"Old Acquaintance" with Jane Cowl and Peggy Wood. Opening 
Dec. 9 
"Flight to the West", new play by Elmer Rice. 
for one week. 
Opening Dec. 23 
"Crazy with the Heat" musical. Opening Dec. 25 
"Lady jn the Dark" with Gertrude Lawrence. New Moss Hart-
Kurt W eill musical show. 
WELLESLEY THEATRE TICKET AGENCY, Inc. 
34 Church Street, Wellesley, Mass. 
Open Daily 9 to 5.30 Tel. Wel. 0915 
Young Artists Exhibit 
Painting in Cambridge;· 
R eflect Picasso Style 
An exhibition of the works of 
young artists is being held at 80 
Buckingham Street, Cambridge, 
from December 2 through 6. All 
t he artists have a New England 
background. Some a re at present 
working around Boston; others 
are studying in New York. All the 
artists are under thirty so that the 
work has an experimental qual-
ity. 
From the examples on exhibition 
t hey admire Picasso. His influ-
ence is felt most strongly. The 
simpliiled, heavy forms of. his 
classical period are detected m a 
few paintings, for example the 
N egro Woman by Matthew Cobb. 
There are some photostats which 
have the same sort of distorted, 
superimposed composition as the 
Gtternica. One is the Circus, the 
for eground of which is a maze of 
wires through which the figures 
are seen. The artist uses Picasso's 
linear drawing and has h is in-
terest in the pathos of harlequins. 
A woman seated is reminiscent of 
Picasso's blue period in compo-
sition and use of color. No con-
temporary exhibit is complete 
without its share of abstractions 
and the examples here follow the 
trend. One is rather pleasing in 
its metallic quality and the con-
trast of black outline and bright 
color. 
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 5) 
C10LONIAL 
Natlek, Ma11. Tel. Nat. 17H 
M on., 1Vecl . an1l Fri. Evenings 
The Feature P icture is First 
Fl'l.-Sat. Dec. 6·7 
Doroth y Lamour • ltobert Preston 
"MOON OVElt DURl\IA" 
1Vayne Morris 
"THE QUARTEUDACK" 
Sun.·1\lon.-T u es. Dec. 8 -9·10 
Marlene Dietrich - John 1Vacyne 
"SEVEN SI NNF.RS" 
Richard Dix - Ecl mnnd LC}'We 
"MEN AGAINST THF. SKY" 
W ed.·Thurs. D ec. 11-U 
Carole Lombard - Chits. Laughton 
"THEY KNEW WHAT THEY 
WANTED" 
Lupe Velez • Leon Errol 
"1\IEXICAN SPITFIRE OU T 
WEST" 
Students will have an unusual 
opportunity to hear music by Dufay 
in a radio broadcast from the 
Eastman School of music Satur-
day December 7, at 12 noon over 
NBC's red network. This is one 
of several historical programs 
which the Eastinan School will 
present on Saturdays at the same 
time. The program December 7 
will include chansons and madri-
gals by Pierre de La Rue, Monte-
verdi, Thomas W eelkes, Thomas 
Morley, and other composers of the 
fift eenth and sixteent h centuries. 
On December 14 t he Eastman stu-
dents will present the Missa Brevis 
by Palestrina, unsurpassed six-t~enth century master of choral 
music. . 
Performances of this exceeding-
ly beautiful music are very rare. 
It is not the sort of work pro-
grammed by conductors or re-
citalists who must draw the crowd · 
to support their concerts. Listen-
ing to these broadcasts should offer 
a musical experience of lasting in-
terest. 
To a capacity audience in Sym-
phony Hall on Sunday afternoon 
Sergei Rachmaninoff, veteran 
pianist and composer, gave a bril-
liant but not entirely satisfying 
concert. Considering his age, his· 
evident ability to master techni-
cally any composition is worthy of 
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 1) 
COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE 
Wellesley Hills 
Mats. at 2 :30 Eves. at 7: 46 
Tl1urs., Fri., Sat. D ec. 1>·6·7 
Don Ameche - B etty Grable 
Carmen Mlrancl!t ht 
"DOWN ARGENTINE WAY" 
a lso 
Vlctur-Mature ·- Lou ise Platt,. 
L e o Ca,rillo Jn 
"CAPTAIN CAUTION" 
Mon., T ues., Wed. ])cc. 8-9-te 
Cary Grant • Martha Scott 
Jn "THE HOW ARDS OF' 
VIIl (}INIA" 
a lso 
larch of Time' 
"ARMS and th e 1\IEN-U.S .A.'' 
))f01t. .)~XL~tn.-
1 feel like the morning after the "'ight 
before. Too much holiday - two 
Thanksgivings, the Yale game, and all that 
went with it. Just can't get back to l 
work - just want to sleep and sleep and 
sleep. And apropos : did you hear the 
latest definition of a prof? 'Tis someone 
who talks in other people's sleep 
catah on? . 
Ted's roomie phoned me again - for a big 
formal the last of this month. And what 
with all the holiday doings coming on, 
I've just positively got to have a new 
formal - maybe two - one very dressed-up 
and one casual dinner dress - I really 
need both. Wrote Pop ·a very sweet letter 
yesterday, and expect to toddle in to 
Fredleys some afternoon this week and ~ave 
myself a grand tlme picking two beauties. 
And just in case you're doing your Christmas 
shopping early, Skip, Fredleys have some 
simply adorable Lanz things tho~ would be 
fine for you-know-who! 
6 
Grace Notes 
(Continued from Page 5, Col. 5) 
high praise. His apparent cold-
ness of interpretation, at times, 
and his warmth of presentation at 
other times provided a contradic-
tion difficult to fatbom. 
The Tausig Variations on a 
Them~ of Schubert provided a 
pleasant beginning for a concert, 
but left no lasting impression of 
having heard great music, merely 
a set of variations satisfactorily 
performed. The Bach Organ Pre-
lu de and Fugue in A mi1Wr ar-
ranged by Liszt was beautifully 
played. The clear, strong har-
monies of Bach are particularly 
suited to Rachmaninoff's style of 
playing. Again in the Mendels-
sohn Rondo Capriccioso, a work 
rich in the flowing melodies and 
lively rhythms, typical of that 
composer, the soloist was at his 
best. The complete ease and the 
delicacy with which he can take 
the rapid sections are a phenome-
non to behold. He interpretated the 
familiar Beethoven Appassionata 
Sonata in a manner entirely dis-
tinctive. With sharp delineations 
of dynamics and an occasional 
brittleness of touch, he dashed 
through the sonata with a verve 
and fire seldom heard. 
The second half of the program 
consisted of. a Chopin Nocturne i-1' 
D flat major and two Mazurkas, 
three numbers. by the soloist, 
Humoresque, Moment Musical, and 
Etude-Tablean in E flat majm·, 
and two Liszt compositions, Son-
etto del Petrarca in A flat major 
and Rhapsody no. 11. 
. To your critic the Chopin num-
bers were the most artistic portion 
of ihe concert. The soloist caught 
the charm and grace- of the noc-
turne and found the beauty of tbe 
rhythm of the mazurkas. Rach-
maninoff played his own compo-
sitions in the customary 0 Sharp 
Minor Prelude style; loud, majes-
tic, and reminiscent of old Russia's 
~randeur. The melodies were good, nd although perhaps not his best orks, they stand out as excellent 
examples of a living composer who 
still writes in the style of the · Ro-
manticists. 
J. R. P. '42 
B. B. P. '41 
'42 Show Score Scores 
Hit With Recordings 
(Continued from Page 5, Col. 3) 
interpreted b y Koussevitzky, 
is another notable recording 
of special interest. The composer · 
once stated that he did not mear. 
this music to be purely narrative, 
but a means of conveying an idea 
of the various religious and scien-
tific developments of the human 
race, from its origin to Nietzsche's 
idea of the Superman. The dra-
matically timed, stirring rhythm 
in this work, and its vibrant sono-
rous tonality are its most outstand-
in_g characteristics. 
In the field of jazz we find recent 
good renderings of both catchy 
tunes and outstanding orchestra-
tions. In the former category, I 
H ear a Rhapsody and Arise My 
Love are promising Hit Parade 
material, and are arranged in style 
by Al Donahue and Ray Noble 
respectively. Dinah Shore's Yes, 
My Darling Daughter and the 
popular Down Argentina Way add 
another cubit to her musical stat-
ute. Bob Crosby, who is fast im-
proving, spows his skill at orches-
tration on his disc of I've Got A 
One Track Mind coupled with I'd 
Know You Anywhere. Both give 
his group, himself, and his ace 
drummer, Ray Dubuke, plenty of 
opportunity for strutting their 
stuff. Woody Herman has just 
grooved The Golden Wedding, an 
unusual lyricless number notable 
for starring Woody's tricky clar.i-
net against a mellow background. 
R. W. '42 
THE PERFECT XMAS GIFT 
Save Time and Worry 
DOUBLE-CROSTICS 
Series 9 
50 New Literary Puzzles 
by 




Hathaway Qnd other Bookshops 
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Free Press 
(Continued from Page 2, Col. S) 
To the Wellesley College News: 
We have followed for nigh onto 
four years, now, the fluctuations uf 
the campaign pro and con roll calls 
and cutting, and we have at the 
same time watched the effects of 
this sincere but one-sided war. 
Those effects have, as a whole, been 
nil. 
Wellesley argues that it is pro-
gressive, that it recognizes . t~e 
trends of the times, that it is 
ready to conform itself to these 
trends. Why, then do countless 
professors answer editorials which 
have as fair and complete presen-
tation of the situation as does that 
of November 7 issue of the News, 
with feeble, half hearted excuses. 
They murmur words about tra-
dition and convenience, mentally 
toss the editorial into the scrap-
basket to nestle down upon the 
pa..<1t editorials and free presses, 
and proceed to call the roll. 
Is it because the Wellesley fac-
ulty is steeped in tradition, or is 
it because attendance must be 
forced so that people will come to 
class? If there is a truly valid 
rebuttal of our point of view, we 
should like nothing better than to 
hear it - or, if they are lacking 
a comeback, we should like to hear 
class start off at the buzz of the 
bell with its actual lecture, not a 
barrage of names. 
1941 
Calling All Writers! 
To the Wellesley College News: 
Now that we are into December 
and the college community has 
settled down to a more or less 
regular routine of life, the editors 
of the Wellesley Review feel that 
the time has come to put themselves 
into the public eye. This is not a 
complaint, for we feel no special 
grievance ag~inst anything, even 
the breakfast .situation, nor is it 
an appeal for subscriptions. We 
merely want to explain more fully 
what we consider our function as 
a college organ and to urge more 
and more members of the student 
body and the faculty to contribute 
material. 
At present, the greater part of 
our articles, short stories, poems, 
etc., are r eceived through the ha:nds 
of the department of English 
Composition, and although we ap-
preciate their assistance and in-
terest more than we can say, we 
do want to emphasize the fact that 
by no means all the material print-
ed in R eview needs to come to us 
recommended. For those of you 
who are in the Comp classes, wr~ 
know very well that you have good 
work that you have never bothered 
to hand us; or perhaps you feel 
that you did not. receive a good 
enough grade on it to warrant pub-
lication. Please, oh please, don't 
have inferiority complexes to that 
extent! Let us be the judge. Then 
there are those of you who are not 
taking courses in the Comp depart-
ment. We almost never hear from 
you, and many of you either have 
written or will write interesting 
papers for your other courses or 
simply for your own enjoyment. 
We want them. W~ can use every-
thing from a four line poem or a 
forty or fifty word piece of prose 
on up, and the m'ore of you we 
hear from, the better satisfied we 
-and you-will be with Review 
as a representative organ. 
In the very near future there 
will come to your attention by way 
of notices posted about on the 
Review bulletin board, news of a 
contest which we are sponsoring 
to get ideas for · improving the 
make-up of the magazine. Again 
we would like to .interest as many 
of you as possible. If you have 
any other sugg.est_ions, we are al· 
ways only too delighted to receive 
SKI EQUIPMENT 
Skiis . ... . . . ... .. .. . .. $2.98 up 
Ski Poles . . .. .' . .' . . $1. 75 pr. up 
Ski Wax . . .. . 25c stick, 35c can 
Ski Boots ... . .. . . . ... . . . $5.49 
Skates: 
Tube Skates . . . . .. . . $3.95 up 
Fancy Skates .. $6.49-$9.98 pr. 
Skates Sharpened - Hollow 
ground, oil finish .. . .. . . 35c 
Large Assortment of Toys 
Light Sets 59c up 
P. B. Corkum, Inc. 
587 Washington Street 
Wel!esley, Mass. 
Mamie Of Tower Court Tells About 
Lake House And Telephone Ethics 
By Rosali e Goldstein 
Even some of those well-inform-
ed girls who know that the Bridge 
of Size is on the meadow path and 
that Farnsworth means the Art 
Building, think that the Lake 
House is where canoes are kept, 
don't know that it is really a big i·ed 
brick dormitory on the edge of 
.Lake Waban, where the maids in 
Tower Court, Severance, and Claf-
lin live. You park your bike next 
to the wall around the Lake House 
when you go to crew, and you see 
it when you trudge to Geology. 
One of the best known residents 
of the house is Mamie, whO' spe-
cializes in giving maternal atmos-
phere to the Tower Court bell desk. 
Mamie told us that the Lake House 
was once a dormitory for students 
and that it has about 75 rooms, 
some of which are doubles. The 
rooms are very much like those 
in the Quad houses: squ~re and 
dark brown. Since there is no 
signing out for one o'clocks, every-
one may come and go as she 
pleases. There is no dining room, 
however, so the people who live 
there have to hike to the houses in 
which they work to get their meals. 
"Walking's supposed to make you 
reduce, but not me," Mamie con-
fessed, "it just makes me hung-
rier." 
With her sister, "Mac," who 
works in Pomeroy, Mamie has 
been here for more years than she 
cares to tell but only in externali-
ties does she find one generation 
of Wellesley girls different from 
another. "They used to have to 
walk over to Alumnae to smoke, 
them, whether or not you happen 
to be a subscriber. 
Review has the responsibility of 
representing Wellesley not only 
on the campus, but elsewhere a~ 
well. It is our wish not only to 
make of it the best possible maga-
zine, but th~ truest possible mirror 
of all good writing in the colleg• 
Sincerely, 
The Edi tors. 
Suggestions for 1943 
To the Editor of the News: 
This is meant especially for 
Barn and for the class of 1943, 
who will be responsible for next 
year's Junior Show. I want to sug-
gest to them a very radical idea 
that came to me after having 
viewed all the Junior Shows of 
Wellesley's modern times. My idea 
is to abandon the November class 
show and combine with Barn, 
choir, the orchestra, outside men , 
maybe dance groups, and give a 
bang-up good musical comedy that 
can begin to compare with such 
shows as the larger univer sities 
boast. The juniors could still be 
you know," Mamie said, "but now 
they smoke, smoke, smoke all th~ 
time--regular houses on fire. 
Evidently the students have devel-
oped more skillful techniques with 
the passing of time, because they 
get more orchids than they used 
to. With her historical perspec-
tive Mamie thinks that skirts to-
day' are even shorter than in 1929 
and that the girls look much 
younger. "They get better per-
manents, too," she added. 
Mamie has built up a strict code 
of ethics for answering telephones. 
"There's some maids that just yell 
from the elevator, but I don't do 
that," she explained. "I yell, too. 
I've got a voice like a foghorn, but 
I really look." Only after knock-
ing on doors, and asking up and 
down the corridor, does Mamie give 
up her search. 
When a girl asks Mamie to say 
that she is out, another part of the 
code rules her action. After tell-
ing the girl that it's really wrong 
not to come to the phone, Mamie 
answers the hopeful swain with a 
cautiously ambiguous phrase. She 
won't perjure herself for anybody, 
so she says that "Miss Smith is 
not available," or that "she is not 
in her room." 
"I never thought I'd see so many 
men in my life," Mamie said, as 
she explained why she really likes 
her work in Tower. Although she 
is so much interested in all the 
college happenings., she is just as 
absorbed in what goes on at the 
Lake House. "You'd be surpris-
ed," she said knowingly, "at what 
goes on in that Lake House." 
the producers, with the aid of Barn 
and their director in their Spring 
Formals, of a sprightly and ori-
ginal spectacle. With a set of loud 
traps the orchestra could really 
beat it out, I wager. 
The j unior classes have made 
no particular meliorations since 
the famed premiere of '38. Actu-
ally, there is less electrifying of 
the air before the show now, and 
more emphasizing of fiscal intake. 
• If the show is given in the 
sp r ing with Barn (the possibility 
of a musical comedy by Barn has 
been whi spered-this is straight 
out of the horse's mouth), these 
are acquired: (1) no (unreason-
able) limitation on time or money, 
to allow free scope for genius and 
field day for talent; ( 2) material 
cooperation of Barn ; (3) men. 
Net profits could still be for 
charitable uses or not, as the class 
desires. 
Naturally, using men or other 
class members of orchestra, out-
side talent would be stressed, but 
the junior class could still be re-
(Continued on Page 7. Col. 2) 
STUDENTS! 
WHEN IN TOWN 
Brush-Up on Dancing 
A 1" SPECIAL HOLIDAY RA 1"£5 
D URING the holidays, as soon as you reach home. plan to visit the Anhm Murray Stu-
dios and arrange for a few lessons. Y oa•n enjoy 
learning the latest Rumba and Fox Trot steps. In 
just a few hours you'll surprise yom pannen with 
the thrilling new steps. Gain poise and conJidence. 
Special low rates are offered to all students! En-
roll as soon as possible and be a good dancer in 
rime for your oat party. All lessons are transfer-
able to any one of our -studios from couc-to-coast 
at ao extra c:osc. Lessons may also be used at 
resorts. Don't wait until the la.st minute. 
ARTHUR&MURRAY 
Dance Studios from Coast-to-Coast 
ATLANTIC Cl'l'Y Cbaltante-H&ddon Hall 
BALTIMORE • • • • • Hotel Belvedere 
BOSTON . . • • • • , • Hotel Sta.Uer 
BRIDGEPORT • • • • • Str&tAeld Hotel 
BUFF A.LO • • • • • • • Hotel Statler 
CHARLOTTE • . • 1518 Hardine Place 
CHICAGO • Hotel Drake It 57 E. Jackson 
CINCINNATI • • Netberl&nd Plaza Hotel 
CLEVELAND • • • • • • Hotel Statler 
DALLAS • • • • • • • • Baker Hotel 
DETROIT • • • • • • . Hotel Sta.tier 
EA.ST ORANGE • • • • Hotel Suburban 
HARTFORD • • • • • . Bond Hotel 
HOUSTON . • • • • , 1945 West Gray 
KANSAS CITY. MO. • . 4722 Broadway 
LOS ANGELES • Forman Bldr. at 7th It Hill 
(Beverly Hills) • • 357 N. Beverly Drive 
MXMPHIS • • • • • • Hotel Peabody 
MILWAUKEE •• • • • • Hotel Astor 
MINNEAPOLIS • • • • • Hotel Nicollet 
NEW HA VEN • • • • • 1056 Chapel St. 
NEW ORLEANS • • • • Roosevelt Hotel 
NEW YORK • • • • • f East 43rd Street: 
OMAHA • • • • • • Hotel Fontanelle 
PHILADELPHIA • Bellevue Stratford Hotel 
PITTSBURGH • • • Hotel William Penn 
PROVIDENCE • • • Prov. Blltmore Hotel 
BT. LOIDS • • • • 7742 Forsythe Blvd. 
ST. PAUL . • • • • . St. Paul Hotel 
SAN FRA,NCISCO . • • St. Francis Hotel 
SEATTLE • . • • . • Olympic Hotel 
SIOUX FALLS • . • . . Flake Bldg. 
TOLEDO . . . . Commodore Perry Hotel 
WASHINGTON, D.C .• 1101 Conn. An. N. W. 
Young Artists Exhibit 
Painting in Cambridge 
(Continued from Page 5, Col.4 ) 
Other paintings show the influ-
ence of Cezanne in the building 
up of form by color laid on in 
definite brush strokes. A small 
painting of a young woman in the 
style of Degas is the most charm-
ing in the exhibition. It has the 
high point of view and delicate 
pastel coloring that Degas uses. 
Two other paintings of groups of 
women have the feeling of Degas' 
paintings of laundresses. 
A f ew paintings have a purely 
decorative function as the huge 
bunch of grapes. The color is 
dulled and the forms are repre-
sented with regard to the pattern 
of the whole. There is a distinct 
tendency to paint in dark, murky 
colors out of which the figures 
emerge. An example is a Mother 
an d Child painted in heavy im-
pasto. The color gives it an emc-
tional quality of m_ystery difficult 
to penetrate. A painting of a wo-
man seated at a table has been 
distorted to express the artist's 
ideas. Her head is enormous with 
dark, hollow eyes. The rest of 
the body does not count. It is a 
disturbing face, childlike yet wise, 
and it glows red out of the dark 
background. 
On exhibition are not only paint-
ings but also examples from minor 
arts; wood carvings and glazed 
clay figures. An exhibition of this 
type, however, leaves one with a 
dissatisfied feeling. The artists 
seem to be striving so hard to be 
unusual that they become self-
conscious and their work lacks sin-
cerity. We do not know what it 
will lead to, but neither, we sup-
pose, do the young artists yet. 
N. C. '41 
Bill Robinson Appears 
In Uninspired Review 
(Continued from Page 5, Col. 2) 
lighting and music than anything 
el se. 
The passing of vaudeville is re-
gretful. We regret it because it 
brought to more people, all over 
the country, the feeling of life and 
contact with people on the stage 
that movies can't give. We regret 
it because vaudeville offered a 
testing-ground and a training 
ground for performers that the 
younger crop in the theatre must 
do without. But to resurrect it now 
is not enough of a novelty to be 
successful, especially when it is 





The Shelton for years hoa been the New 
York headquortert for college WOIHft 
· ••• for the SheltOft provides the dub 
atmosphere to which discerning colle9e 
women are accustomed. Here you can 
enjoy "extra facHities" at no extra coat, 
. such a1 the beavtlful swimming pool. 
the 9ym, solarium, roof terrace, library. 
The Shelton's convenient" locatiotl • • • 
right In the Grand Central Zone 111aliea 
el of New York'• amusement· and • 
twal places readily accessible. Two 
popular 'riced re1taurant1. Da11ein9 
cl ... cllnner and auppef'. 
S'fCIAl IATlS 
10 COllfCf WOMEN ONIJ 
loo- without bath $2.00 
la.. with tub and lhower . $3.00 
llbaMa with bath far two $4.00 
Separate ftoer focilifie1 for women. 
All fw Mn. Wade, ffortea 
SHELTON HOTEl 
LEXINGTON AVE., at49thST. 
NEW YORIC 
U.•KNOnM ...... _. 
A ••. WALTY. M•n•ew 
By J ean Pinanski 
Joseph P. Kennedy announced 
Sunday night that he had ten-
dered to President Roosevelt his 
resignation as Ambassador tD 
London . According t o John Mac-
Cormac in the Boston H era,ld, Am-
bassador Kennedy said that al-
t hough he would not return t0 
London in any capacity, he woul d 
retain his title of ambassador at 
the President's request until hi:;:; 
successo1· had been appointed. 
After a vacation , Kennedy said he 
would devote his efforts to helping 
the President keep the United 
State out of. war. 
General Manuel Avila Camacho, 
in his inaugural address at Mexico 
City as President of Mexico, pledg-
ed his country to share in the de-
fense of the Americas. While 30,000 
soldiers a nd police guarded the 
Chamber of Deputies, President 
Camacho declared that "nothing 
divides us in this America of our 
own," and pledged Mexico's ad-
herence to Pan-American doctrines. 
According to a N. Y. Times r e-
port from Bucharest, Rumania, all 
of the thirty Iron Guardists who 
took part 'in the prison assasina-
tions of sixty-four of King Carol's 
supporters, were reported reliably 
November 30 to have "committed 
s uicide." The announcement cli-
maxed t he elaborate funeral ser-
vices at the gold coffin of Corneliu 
Zel ia Codreanu, the Iron Guard's 
"martyred captain." By last Fri-
day, boy King Mihai had fled from 
Rumania, he~vy loss of life was ' 
reported in many Transylvanian 
cities, and Premier Antonescu, 
struggling to keep control of Ru-
mania, had called on peasant lead-
er Juliu Maniu for assistance. 
After a White House conference 
with President Roosevelt Novem-
ber 29, Senator Harrison of Missis-
sippi announced that President 
Roosevelt and congressional tax 
leaders had agreed that there 
would be no further retroactive 
taxes on 1940 incomes. This ap-
plies to both corporations and in-
dividuals. Senator Harrison, chair-
man of the Senate finance commit-
tee, said that ' consideration of new 
tax legislation affecting 1941 in-
comes would begin in January. 
A last minute attempt to pre-
vent the new Plan E charter from 
going into effect in Cambridge was 
made November 29 when Assisfant 
City Solicitor Joseph A. DeGug-
lielme filed a petition a sking the 
Supreme Judicial Court to declare 
that form of government uncon-
s titutional on t he grounds that the 
~.tatute authorizing elections by 
proportional representation inter-
feres with the petitioner's righ4: 
to vote and to have the vote count-
ed. Cambridge adopted Plan E, 
which provides for election of a 
City Coundl by proportional repre-
sentation with the Council choos-· 
ing a City Manager, at t he No-
vember 5 election. It is sched-
uled to go into effect January 1, 
1942. 
Students Approve C. C. C. 
And N. Y. A. in Survey 
College students are in favor of 
retaining the C. C. C. in preference 
to other government agencies, ac-
cording to a poll conducted by the 
Student Opinion Sur vey of Amer-
ica. Twenty-five per cent of all 
students voting consider the Civil-
ian ConservatiO'n Corps a success. 
N. Y. A., National Youth Admin-
istration, was rated second in this 
survey, receiving approval from 
23%. The continuance of Social 
Security was advo·cated by 30%. 
The W . P. A. was rated the mo.st 
unsuccessful agency by 27% of 
those balloted, and the A. A. A. 
was considered a failure by 11 %. 
VIL FRESHMEN 
How about an evening snack? 
FRUIT, CRACKERS, JAM 
Glenview Market 
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Free Press 
(Continued from Page 6, Col. 4) 
sponsible for the entire production. 
What do you say, class of '43; is 
it bigger and better things.to come, 
or still "Too Many Girls" ? 
1940. 
Senate Proposals 
To the Wellesley College News: 
Library Urges Students 
To Fill Request Book 
Last week's contributor to Free 
P res urged all students who dis-
agree with Superior Court's policy 
of posting its decisions to appear 
a t the next Senate meeting and 
"give the matter an airing." This 
sort of criticism is valuable and 
the College Government officers 
welcome suggestions for di~us­
sions of any of C. G.'s policies, be-
cause after all they are designed 
to aid rather than harm students 
as a whole. This matter will be 
placed on the agenda for the next 
meeting of the Senate. May I re-
mind everyone that i't is only fair 
to peak to the Chairman of Sen-
ate first when a proposal is to be 
brought before Senate. This re-
quest is not designed to suppress 
discussion but merely to make it 
easier for the Chairman to plan 
the meetings in advance and get 
a n idea as to their probable length. 
Don't Dessert England Now! 
The Student Request Book which 
lies near the New Book Shelf in 
the Library, opposite the main 
desk, t ells the Librarian what 
Wellesley College girls want to 
read. That the Librarian really 
wants to know, and that recom-
mendations do not fall · on deaf 
ears is amply ·testified by the large 
percentage of suggested titles 
already purchased from this year's 
list. Thus far thirty-five titles have 
appeared in the book, and of these . 
twenty-three have been bought; : 
among them Thomas Mann's The 
B eloved Returns, Erika Mann's 
The Lights Go Down, Robert Sher-
woods , There Shall Be No Night, 
Zins er's As I Remember Him, 
Hemingway's For Whom Tolls the 
Bell, Charles Morgan's The Voy-
age, Spender's The Destructive 
Element, Cleanth Brook's Modern 
Poetry and the Tradition, An Aca-
demic Courtship, Letter of G. H. 
and Alice Freeman Palmer, Mr: 
Anne Lineberger 
Chairman of S ena.ie 
War Relief 
To the Wellesley College News: 
For .the first time since the wars 
in Europe began, Wellesley has 
turned its buzz of war talk into 
action, and we say it's a wonderful 
opportunity to show what the 
College can do. 
Faciilty Join in Jigs 
And Reels jor War Aid 
by Jean Pinanski 
The social sciences mingled with 
the humanities Saturday evening, 
November 30, and their combina-
t ion emerged in the form of Vir-
g inia reels, old fashioned waltzes 
and the Lady of the Lake. The 
occasion which wrought this un-
precedented miracle at Wellesley 
was the faculty barn dance held 
at Alumnae Hall for the benefit of 
British war relief. 
To the lilting tunes of the fiddles 
of Mr. T. Haines, dance prompter 
from the historic Wayside Inn in 
Sudbury, Mass., members of the 
faculty, young and old, kicked off 
their professorial traces and 
danced. Miss Edith M. Smaill, As-
sistant Professor in the Depart-
ment of Speech, was chairman 
of the festivities. , 
The proceeds from the tickets 
will be added to Service Fund to 
buy a mobile kitchen for British 
:wa · relief. 
Ve rse Choir Plans 
Christmas Recital 
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3) 
will join with the college choir to 
present Earth and Sky, The Shep-
herd and the King, and How Far 
Is It to Bethlehem . 
The rest of the program will be 
given by the Wellesley College 
Verse Speaking Choir alone. The 
ballads and legends will be: The 
Angel Gabriel, Babushka, Ballad 
of King's Gifts, Eddi's Service, A 
Christmas L egend, and I Saw 
Three Ships. The songs and lyrics 
are Nos Ga.Lan, Christmas Bells, 
A Cra,dle Song, and Sing In E x-
celsis Gloria. A selection from the 
Gospel of St. Luke will represent 
cadenced prose, while Take Heart, 
Sweet Mary and The Three K ings 
will end the program with dra-
ma tic verse. 
Haroutunian 's new book Fact anc! 
Folly in Religion, and several 
books on the war, such as Refugee, · 
My Shadow in the Sun, by Frances. 
Davis, Andre Simon's J'Accuse 
and Maurois' Tragedy of F rance. 
By far the greatest number of 
titl es suggested are brand new 
publications, hot off the press, and 
often orders have been placed even 
before the suggestion is made. 
Considered as a whole, the list 
represents a wide variety, ranging 
from fiction of the best-seller lists 
through essays, plays, biography: 
literary criticism, and current af-
fairs. It even includes the new 
periodical Common Ground, edited 
by Louis Adamic. Of all titles on 
it, Ernest Hemingway's new novel 
is the most popular, and the 
library has purchased several 
copies to supply the rapidly mount-
ing list of reserves, numbering 
sixty-six at the moment of writing. 
YOUR PHOTOGRAPH 
THE PERSONAL CHRISTMAS GIFT 
Arrange Now For Your Appointment 
The Red Cross has tried before 
to get the cooperation of students 
but this year they have reau; 
made a flying start. Up on fourth 
flo?r Green, are stacks of gray wool 
skirts, each in its turn , receiving 
seam13, a hem, and the snaps. 
Yarn and needles are given out to 
anybody who's willing to try the 
''fine art" and there's always some-
one around to help the novice 
struggle with the sewing machines. 
Here's our chance to do ~omething 
concrete about the--suffel'ing which 
all of u.s bemoan so frantically at 
th~se. "bull" sessions; so let's not 
mi.ss It. I.sn't it much more satis-
fymg to hand in a solid wool 
,~weater as one's contribution than 
to s~el: out a dollar and ther: won-
der if It reaJly will make any dif-
ference to the people three thous-
and miles away. 
Old clothes and tweeds set tne -i•----
fashion notes for the evening. The 
SUE- PAGE T-l:JDIG·- --
Tel. WEL. 0430 
Of course there are girls who 
frantically assert that they hate 
sewing, and wouldn't touch a knit-
ting needle with a ten foot pole, 
but we bet there aren't many of 
those who couldn't pound a type-
writer or oTganize a section of the 
work if need arose. Anyway, it 
wouldn't hurt to sign up jus.t in 
case. 
It's up to the students now, to 
show that we have the grit to stick 
to our brave words and carry 
through what we so enthusiastical-
ly approved at the Mass Meeting. 
After all, we have taken the first 
plunge, and swimming isn't very 
hard when ther e's such an efficient 
organization as the Red Cross 
managing our progress and as con-
genial a place to work in; so Wel-
lesley-let's not sink! 
barn dancers were gloriously ar-
rayed in t he varicolored hues of 
the lately departed. autumn leaves. 
Red plaid shirts outrivalled green 
ones for the most striking cos-
tumes of the evening. A well 
known head of house and her twin 
sister appeared in identical dress, 
resulting in a minor mix-up for 
the evening. 
During intermission, the News 
reporter peeked furtively through 
the frosted panes of Alumnae's 
long windows and watched the 
dancers gather in little groups, 
ardently discussing some subject 
which provoked smiles and exclam-
ations. They may have been t<ilk-
ing about recent di~overies in the 
latest scientific journals or solving 
the philosophic problems of the 
universe, but we hardly think sol 
Incidently, those attending were 
not the only ones to benefit from 
the dance since the British war 
relief fund was also increased by 
$178.26. It is interesting to note, 
too, tha·t outside of the music, ex-
penses for the dance amounted to 
'43 the stupendous sum of $3.25. 
g~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i Coming! I i BEST!'S EXHIBIT I 
I HOLIDA y FASHIONS i ~t ! \\'i including ~ '! Christmas gift suggestions I 
~. Hannes Schneider ski clothes, ~ 
~ our new skating dress i 
~ New town frocks with baby-soft ~ 
i angora embroidery tt ~ Picture dresses for your U 
i holiday evenings ~ ~ ~ ~ Best's famous Classics, of course i~ ~ at the Wellesley Display Shop ~ ~ I ~ DECEMBER 5th and 6th ~ 
I u~sT & co~ I ~ Fifth Avenue, New York I 
~~;;~~;!_c;:~~~~~~~~~~:!&~ 
There is something delight-
ful about the clean, exhilarating 
taste of ice-cold Coca-Cola. 
The minute it passes your lips 
you know it for what it is,-
pure, wholesome, delicious. 
And you welcome the refreshed 
feeling that follows. 
THAT REFRESHES 
Bottled under ~uthoriry of The Coca-Cola Co. by 




'fhursday, December ii: *8 :15 a.m., 
Morning Chape l. Marjorie McCullough 
'41 will lead. *1 :40 p.m., Founders 
Hall , Room 303. M. J ea n-Ma rie G uis -
la in will discuss Bnglish and French 
Prosody. (Miss Manwaring.) *4 :00-
6 :00, ·7 :00-9 :30 p.m., Alumnae H a ll 
Ballroom. Christmas Bazaar. Sale of 
C hrislmas gifts by students and wel-
fare agencies. E nte rtainment at 4 :45 
p.m. (Christia n Associa tion). 
Friday, December 6: *8 :15 a .m. , 
M o rning Chapel. Miss Weed will lead. 
*8 :40 a .m. a nd 9 :40 a. m. Art L ectu r e 
Room . M. Jean-Marie Guislain will 
speak in Fre n ch on Les Cathedrales 
de Fra n ce. (Department of French.) 
*4 :40 p.m., Pendleton Hall. "The 
Rive r," a moving picture. (Depart-
ment of Economics and Department of 
Geogra phy a nd Geology .) *8 :00 p .m., 
Pendleton H a ll. Dr. Frank H . L a h ey, 
Head of L a hey Clinic a nd President 
of the American M edica l Association, 
will t a lk on "Deve lopments in M edi-
cine and Surgery." (Lecture Commit-
tee.) 
Saturday, December 7: *8 :15 a .m. , 
Morning Ch apel. Mi ss Aberdeen will 
lead. *8 :40 a.m., Founders H a ll, H.omn 
226. M. Jean-Marie G uislain will 
speak o n " L' Achemir:ement ve rs le 
Symbolisme." (Depa rtment of French.) 
*2 :00 p.m., Recreation Building. Swim-
m ing Clinic. ''Wa ter Rhythms" by 
the W elles ley College Swimming Club 
and "Synchronized D iving and Swim-
ming" by Harva rd-Wellesley Swim-
mers. Motion Pictures, National .A. 
A. U. Men's a nd W omen's Swimming 
M eets , Summer 1940. (Boston Board 
of Swimming Offi c ia ls a nd the D epart-
ment of Hygie n e and Physical Ed u -
cation .) 
Sunday, December 8: *11 :00 a.m. , 
M emorial Chapel. Preacher, Dr. H e nry 
H a lla m Tweedy of Yale Divinity 
School. *7 :45 p.m., Agora Hou se. Dr. 
Henry J . Cadbury of Cambridge will 
E<peak on "Pacifism, a Positive Ap-
proach." (Peace Service F e llowship. ) 
MQnday, December 9: *8 :15 a.m., 
Morning Chape l. Miss McAfee will 
lead . *4 :40 p.m., Pendleton H a ll. Dr. 
H e llmut Lehma nn-Ha upt of Columbia 
University a nd Smith Colleg e will 
speak on "Five Hundred Y ears of 
Printing." (Friends of the Welles ley 
College Library.) *7 :00 p.m., Munger 
H a ll. French Christma s Car o ls. (L'Aile 
Fra ngaise. ) 7 :30 p.m. , Towe r Court. 
Alliance Fra ngaiso Mee ting. 
Tues·day, December 10: "'8 :15 a.m., 
Morning C hape l. Mi ss Elizabeth Jones 
will lead. *4 :40 p.m., Art B uilding 
Lecture Room. M. _Jean-Ma rie Gui s-
lain will spea k on "De lacroix." (De-
J'}artme nt of Art.) *7 :30 p .m., Pendle -
ton Hall. Franklin Institute "Air 
Show." Prin cjples and M e thods of 
flight. D e m onstrations, flying models, 
films. (Department of Physics and 
College L ecture Committee.) 
Wednesday, December ll: *8 :15 a.m., 
Morning Chapel. Miss Lindsay will 
lead. *7 :30 p.m., Shakespeare House. 
German Play and C hristmas songs. 
Refreshments will b e se rved (Deut-
scher V e r ein.) 7 :30 p.m., Recreation 
Building. Members of the Spanish 
C lub will present the o ldest written 
dra m a . (La Tertulia .) 
Thursday, December 12: *8 :15 a .m., 
Morning Chape l. Elisabeth Cox Green 
'41 will lead. 
*Wellesley College A r t Museum. De-
cember 1-18. Exhibition of Watercol-
ors by M. J ean-Ma rie G u is lain. *We l-
les ley College Libra r y. North Hall. 
Through D ecembe r 18. Exhibi t ion of 
Books from the P limpton Co llection, 
"Manuscripts a nd Rar e Editions of 
the Works of Giovanni Boccaccio, 
Prose Writer and Poe t of the Four-
teenth Century." So uth H a ll. Through-
out D ecember. Exhibition : Five Hun-
dred Years of Printing, 1440-1940. 
*Green H a ll , Lobby. December 9 a nd 
10. Exhibition of work done in W a r 
Relief workroom. 
*Open to the publi c. 
Outside Papers Receive 
Assignments Written By 
Wellesley Press Board 
Members of the Wellesley Col-
lege Press Board have been as-
signed to the following outside 
beats for °1940-41. Beverly An-
drews, Hartford Times; Patricia 
Bamman, Boston Transcript; Janet 
Callahan, Christian Science Moni-
tor; Olive Coolidge, Boston Herald-
Traveller, Frances Davenport, 
Hartford Courant; Beth Kulakof-
sky, Newark Evening News; Ann 
Lincoln, Boston Globe; Chloe Loch-
ridge, Boston A merican and Rec-
ord; Beth Louis, foreign newspa-
pers; Dawn Ludington, New York 
Sun; Janice McGowan, Wellesley 
Ledger; Beatrice Norton, Boston 
Advertiser; Alice Robertson, Wel-
lesley Townsman; Marjorie Rus-
sell, Boston Post. 
Those covering home state dis-
tricts are: Constance Brink, Maine, 
Vermont, New Hampshire; Alice 
Caroll, Long I sland and Staten 
Island; Bar bara Chapman, Texas, 
Arkansas, Louisiana, Alabama, 
Georgia, Kentucky, Florida, South 
Carolina, North Carolina, Tennes-
see; Margaret Crone, Southern 
N ew Jersey; Beth Ellison, Can-
ada; Elizabeth H a rwood, Eastern 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island; 
Mary Hays, West Virginia, Vir-
ginia, Maryland, Delawar e, Dis-
trict of Columbia; Helen Herz-
berg, Westchester County; Bar-
bara Hill, Western Massachu-
setts; Henrietta F reed, Far West 
(except California), greater Bos-
ton; J ean Lehman, California, 
Ohio; Barbara Lewis, Illinois; 
Doris MacDonald, Great Lakes; 
Caroline Putnam, Nebraska, Iowa, 
Oklahoma, Indiana; Margaret 
Rowan, Pennsylvania; Lucia Sny-
der, Missouri and Kansas. 
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News Notes That Relief Knitting 
lsn 't News But Accepted Activity 
By Naomi Ascher 
"Girl Starts Knitting" is no 
longer news; even the addition of 
the words "For War Relief" 
would scarcely merit headlines. 
But the verv fact that war relief 
knitting is ;ow accepted and prev-
alent is, conversely, something to 
write about. For when Wellesley 
quietly produces some 63 finished 
garments, ranging from aviator's 
helmets to baby jackets, in addi-
tion to knitting done through the 
workroom, then News respectfully 
chronicles the trend of the times. 
There are two large knitting 
rooms in dormitories which serve 
as centers for needle clickers: 
Room 106, Davis, which was opened 
early in October, and the West bal-
cony of Tower Court, which fol-
lowed shortly. These rooms are 
true centers; here wool is given 
out and finished garments collect-
ed, here articles are sold for the 
benefit of French and British relief 
groups. Davis is open during the 
last period and after supper every 
day; Tower for an hour four 
afternoons a week and on request. 
color design, knitting bags ahq 
pencils with magnifying tops to 
benefit French refugees; and com-
pacts, cigarette cases, ashtrays, 
and emblems, all with the British 
shield. Tower alone features a 
cookbook, Specialitees de la Maison. 
Manufacturers have cooperated in 
presenting these articles so that 
they are quite moderate m price, 
despite the substantial proportion 
of their price which goes to war 
relief. The total amounts sold run 
to over fifty dollars apiece for each 
group. 
Davis also features a small shop 
where they sell articles donated 
second hand, such as sweaters and 
skirts. They are resourcefully col-
lecting cancelled stamps, especially 
of the larger denominations, which 
support beds f9r crippled children 
in British hospitals. They have 
been collecting for the tobacco 
fund for soldiers; Tower, too, 
plans to join this activity. 
Spare time, idle hands, old 
clothes, old stamps, Christmas giv-
ing-it seems that Wellesley can 
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Florence Cenedella '41 to Wil-
liam H. MacGruder, Harvard '40. 
CHRl·STMAS SHOP' EARLY 
Miss Rachel H. Fisher, man-
ager of this attractive shop, has 
many fine suggestions to offer 
you. 
Bath Salts, Perfumes, Facial, 
Bath and Manicure sets, Ton-
ics, Ointments, and Brushes. 
Why not make it a 
HARPER CHRISTMAS 
HARPER METHOD SHOP 




Mary Valentine Carroll '36 to 
Dr . Robert Emery Br ownlee, Ham-





'39 to Robert 
Janet E. Minor '40 tO' Frank 
Holden Wright, Dartmouth '36. 
No gift will be appre-
ciated more than fam-
ous Barbizon Under-
wear - and Touraine 
offers a complete line 
of BARBIZON Slips, 
Gowns, Pajamas, and 
Robes from $1.65 to 
$7.00. 
1ou'Laine 
60 Central Street 
Wellesley 
Boston - Brookline - Cambridge 
Arlington and Lynn 
• 
The knitting is really primary 
activity, and a variety is provided 
by the deep tones of the Red Cross 
sweater wool, the .gay colors of the 
balls provided by the Friends of 
France for garments for children 
who are refugees in England, and 
the sturdy worsted of the British 
Relief agencies which will be worn 
by both civilians and soldiers. 
Under the leadership of Mrs. 
Henriette Burnett, head of Davis, 
and Marjorie Kemke '43, the group 
of houses have made helmets, 
scarves, sweaters, and socks. Mrs. 
Jacques de Morinni, head of Tower, 
and Mary Louise Rehr '41 have 
organized the Tower balcony and 
increased the types of garments 
made by adding mittens, baby 
jackets, and an afghan using up 
odd ends of wool, which also had 
the virtue of starting many a timid 
knitter on its simple squares. 
..,, itS the OH& arurette 
:yht v6{-,;g//lf 5AT1SF7£S 
Tower boasts a large knitting 
population, 53 girls, eight maids, 
and all its faculty members. 
Davis faculty members give knit-
ting instruction by appointment, 
while students act as knitting 
room supervisors, in addition to 
about thirty people of all groups 
who are knitting. At this point we 
would like to insert a little note , 
that there is still plenty of wool, 
and non-house residents need not 
feel shy about applying. 
Articles sold for relief work in-
clude compacts, lipsticks, and cig-
a rette cases with the French tri-
PASS EVERY TEST WI TH 
.· "Aff.S" 
The next time you 
take to the slopes, 
make sure of the 
fun ahead by wear-
ing Bass Boots. 
Through any test, whether 
it be uphill or down, you'll find that 
Bass Boots rate an "Ah" for perform-
ance, as well as for smart appearance. 
Fine leathers and special construction 
features make this superiority possi-
ble. So, lad or lassie, hie thee to your 
nearest dealer today. He'll show you 
what we've told you, and gone will be 
your resistance. 
BA.SS 
SKI BOOTS Copyright 1940, 
LlccnT & Mnu 
Toucco Co. 
f /Jg. ... for cooler milder better taste, 
Chesterfield is the smoker's cigarette 
Hunt the world over and you can't find 
the equal of Chesterfield's right combination 
of Turkish and American tobaccos ... the best 
tobaccos that grow in all of Tobaccoland. 
Do you smoke the cigarette 
that SATISFIES 
.GRANTLAND RICH, dean of 
American sports writers, 
bas a friendly visit with his 
charming daughter Florence 
-of the stage and movies. 
